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David L Lamon ·

Top Commenter

Straight Talk
Mr. Lane you can call me anything you want but you liberal hacks don't bother me in the least. This is
what people given to sin against God do because they can't defend their sinful actions so name calling
is their trump card but we true conservatives stand on the word of God and as the saying "sticks and
stones" goes so do we stand firm against you and the sin you are attempting to propagate on
American society and especially our very young. Homosexuality is a sin against God and he said in his
word homosexuals are going to burn in the lake of fire that burns forever but prior to this happening
he turns those given to this deviant sexual lifestyle over to a reprobate mind. Keep in mind this is not
me judging you but God himself. Romans 1:27-28 And likewise also the men, leaving the natural use
of the woman, burned in their lust one toward another; men with men working that which is
unseemly, and receiving in themselves that recompence of their error which was meet. And even as
they did not like to retain God in their knowledge, God gave them over to a reprobate mind, to do
those things which are not convenient. 1 Corinthians 6:9 Know yes not that the unrighteous shall not
inherit the kingdom of God? Be not deceived: neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor
effeminate, nor abusers of themselves with mankind. Notice the word effeminate! I implore you to
repent of this sin turn to God for deliverance. And please don't buy into this I was born this way, God
doesn't create people this way just so he can send them to hell. Hell wasn't created for humans but
for Satan and his false prophet. Only people that are children of Satan will join him in the lake of fire.
2 Peter 3:9 The Lord is not slack concerning his promise, as some men count slackness; but is long
suffering to us-ward, not willing that any should perish, but that all should come to repentance.
I hope everyone learns a very important lesson from this and that is when you hire homosexuals and
allow them to obtain positions of authority this is what you can expect. This thing "oh well they are
good people" or "I know several really good people that are homosexual" still doesn't nullify what we
are seeing and what we can further expect from people that are given to sexual lifestyle God
condemns and their judgment while still in a natural state is to be given over to a reprobate mind as
God calls it. He also refers to homosexuality as an abomination.
For you Christians notice Daniel gives you insight about the anti-Christ and a sign of where we are on
God's time clock of the end time. The anti-Christ is a homosexual or at the very least a bi-sexual
because of his affection or lack thereof of women. Daniel 11:37 Neither shall he regard the God of his
fathers, nor the desire of women, nor regard any god: for he shall magnify himself above all.
75 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 5:18am
Terry W. Lake · Danville, Illinois
Have any of you people been stoning your daughters to death because they are not
virgins? Take a look inside the labels of your clothes, are they made from two fabrics, look
out across the lands and see if a field has two crops... do you eat from it, do you truly live
by the rules of Leviticus and the Romans? If not judge not least you be judged, and while
your out there throwing out stones be sure and cast some at all the other sinners!! You are
a Christian of convenience, a coward that hides behind the Bible and has little conscience of
choice made on the current world today, while we are casting out people from the offices I
think we need to start first with all that are on their second marriages. I have noticed when
we hire right wing Christian Republicans that they want to impose their beliefs above all
others... our forefathers wanted any thing but that.
"As Mankind becomes more liberal, they will be more apt to allow that all those who
conduct themselves as worthy members of the community are equally entitled to the
protections of civil government. I hope ever to see America among the foremost nations of
justice and liberality." - George Washington
17 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 7:51am
Scott Chester
Terry, let's run a poll on how many atheists, agnostics & other non-Godly types feel the
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same as the folks you are pointing your finger at, eh? Gotcha, didn't I?
17 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 7:56am
Jeff Tribble
Get lost you homo loving LIB!!
14 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 8:01am
Jeff Tribble
That was for Terry
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 8:02am
Lola Dean
Mr. Lane you are absolutely correct in all your statements. Pure love for God requires us to
hate what He hates. The brother of the Lord jesus said, "...whosoever therefore will be a
friend of the world is the enemy of God." (James 4:4 -- re...ad the whole verse; the
Apostle James is addressing Christians!) And there is a "clever" statement that multitudes
of Christians continually make (I just heard it today on "Christian" television), and even
unlearned preachers (I'm not judging other pasors, however I myself am an Ordained
Minister for over four decades...I personally know preachers who believe this unbiblical
statement, perhaps because it sounds so good on the surface) that usually goes like this,
"Hate the sin, but love the sinner." The Bible does not teach this!!! Yes, we are to "Love our
enemies" (Mt. 5:44), however this is not the same as "loving the sinner as a sinner, and
then somehow, hating their sin...as if their sin is somehow separated from them. Look at
what the Bible teaches about the same God who "so loved the world that He gave His only
begotten Son" (J. 3:16) that SAME GOD IS RECORDED IN Psalm 7:11 as being angry with
those sinners themselves: "God judgeth the righteous, and God is ANGRY with the wicked
EVERY DAY!" (King James Version!!) And just check any Concordance and you will discover
the multitude of things that God hates...because He Himself is pure love. And we are
encouraged also to hate the things that God hates...Prov. 8:13, "The fear of the Lord is to
hate evil..." Thank you Berean for your courage to post the truth about our glorious God
whose hatred for sin and also for the sinner who rebels against Him to actually take that
sinners place as their Substitute on the Cross, because His pure love cannot even look
upon evil (Habakkuk 1:13).
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 8:03am
Lola Dean
A good friend of mine posted this "this is a copy and past"
Like · Reply · Saturday at 8:05am
Robin Scott ·

Top Commenter

Mr. Lake it's remarks like yours that are proof positive who is behind christian persecution
in America and world wide.
3 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 8:46am
William Wheaton · North Central College
I think we should put the rainbow flag on Obama's pole.
2 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 9:01am
George Lanning ·

Top Commenter · Niles McKinley

Shame on those who conveniently take the Bible out of context to prove a political point.
That's what liberals and progressives do all the time to justify their behavior. A first year
Bible student knows the difference.
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2 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 9:12am
Richard L. Whitford ·

Top Commenter

David and Terry, not knowing the Scripture you do err. ~ Mt 22:29 Jesus answered and
said unto them, Ye do err, not knowing the scriptures, nor the power of God.~
Do you think these Sadducees could not quote reams of
Scripture? Yet they did not understand what they did know and that is the problem here.
There were two different sets of Doctrines that came to us through Europe. The one set
severely persecuted the other set but the persecuted did not fight the persecuting with the
carnal weapons of war and the Lord preserved them. There are many martyrs in this group
that gave their life for the truth. The doctrine of these heretics under gird our laws and
Constitution.
As the Apostle Paul writes, the law was the school master that brought us to Christ. Much
of that law concerning mingled seed, cloth and work animals was for the purpose of
teaching that we cannot mix the world with the spirit. It does not teach us to hate but to
love.
To do that requires discipline and the lack of discipline wars against the best interest of all.
What Paul wrote to the Romans was that because the people rejected His discipline he
turned them loose to suffer at their own hand, which they have.
There is no peace, joy or happiness found in this crowd.
~ Jas 4:1 ¶ From whence come wars and fightings among you? come they not hence, even
of your lusts that war in your members?
2 Ye lust, and have not: ye kill, and desire to have, and cannot obtain: ye fight and war,
yet ye have not, because ye ask not.
3 Ye ask, and receive not, because ye ask amiss, that ye may consume it upon your lusts.
4 Ye adulterers and adulteresses, know ye not that the friendship of the world is enmity
with God? whosoever therefore will be a friend of the world is the enemy of God.~
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 9:26am
Dwayne Senn · Wautoma, Wisconsin
Mr. Lake, you do have a serious problem staying "on point," don't you? Are you the voice of
the sodomites? Or, are you the insulter and assaulter of everything else not good and sinful
in this culture?
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 9:42am
Michael Patrick · College of Santa Fe
Look - here's the deal - if the FED was caught flying the Nazi flag, the two groups you'd
hear the most from are the Jews, and the gays. Hitler killed massive numbers from both of
these groups, and others...guess you could say he too was into inclusion and diversity. The
point is that this brazen act of stupidity is nothing short of crazy. We see here how
otherwise sensible people (some would say the FED can't be included in that group..but for
sake of discussion) can run off acting like a bunch of morons. What purpose does flying the
gay symbol serve? Bottom line...pull the flag down. If the FED want's to support the gays,
then let each individual within the company do so on their private time. The simple answer
to those inside the FED who pushed for this is "We don't endorse ANY group publicly."
3 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 9:46am
Eber 3 ·

Top Commenter (signed in using Hotmail)

Well Terry, almost all the "laws" about food consumption were changed or done away with
by Christ. Which is why Christians don't have to follow the Jewish ban against things like
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shell fish.
As far as stoning our daughters, stoning was also done away with by Christ. But what
wasn't done away with was recognition of right and wrong. Those daughters, and sons,
should be ashamed to not be virgins on their wedding nights. Gays should be be ashamed
of their lifestyle choice. Neither party should be stoned or met with violence, but they
should both be made to feel shame for their bad choices. And not as some kind of
punishment to them, but rather as a warning to others.
The fact that you mention our daughters not being virgins is a sign of the bigger problem.
We as a society are sexual deviants, promiscuous youth, cheating on your spouse,
swingers, gays, etc are all smaller parts of the whole. We are a sexually corrupt society and
as such are sinners. The problem isn't the few people who stand up to protest gays, the
problem is the masses who don't stand up to protest all of this behavior.
2 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 10:00am
Thomas Morgan · Maritime Law Enforcement Chief at U.S. Coast Guard
I've always wondered how people that believe so strongly in what the bible says can pick
and choose what parts they believe in. How is it decided what parts are the truth and what
parts are not?
3 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 10:14am
Kurt Cleveland · College? HA! College would be a vacation for me.
And as a minority, the majority is supposed to kneel and bow down to what the minority
wants? I don't think our Founding Fathers wanted that, either. You are correct about
"protections of civil government". But not special treatment. Would a flag of the Cross be
flying underneath the American Flag at the same building? I think not, and i think that the
GLTB community would be OUTRAGED if it was.
The GLTB community always claims to be singled out, and persecuted for what they are.
But they can persecute me, a Christian, with the media's blessing, without recompense,
and they are lauded for it.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 10:47am
Ken Tolliver
Terry, Your gay life style has touched a lot of people. It's what we call population control.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 11:07am
Bruce Sims
Mr Lake people like you ALWAYS use the same old verse Judge not lest ye be judged...BUT
if you really want to know the TRUTH of it all JUDGE NOT according to appearance BUT
judge righteous judgement John 7:24 KJV and yet IF I judge it is accordinig to the word of
God, and that says Homosexuals need to get right and TURN from their sin!! NO excuses
sir, Is the sin of homosexuality the one you'd like to justify?? Lastly, SIN is sin and God is
Just! what have you to say to the fact that, IF YOU died tonight where would YOU wind up?
IN Heaven or Hell? 1John 5:13 KJV
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 11:32am
Tom Pedigo · Northern Baptist Theological Seminary
Terry, we are not Old Testament Jews but New Testament Christians. Your analogies don't
seem to coincide with reality.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 12:11pm
Shirley Hernandez
Funny, I didn't know God hired idiots to do the judging, its his job not yours, its 2011 not
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1911 and we r here to stay cause we r fabulous and proud bitches!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 1:09pm
lion14484 (signed in using Yahoo)
Would you like me to cover the merits of each and every Old Testament law, Mr. Lake? I
believe there were 316...
With all due respect to Mr. Lamon, we can be far more specific, than to complain of a
generalized sin against God.
Conservapedia's anthropological studies do an excellent job of solving the nature vs.
nurture debate, and Westboro Baptist (though they should learn when to shake the dust
from their feet) debunks much revisionist history.
In my understanding of the translations, forbidden practices were mainly pagan, religious
rites.
But, the pattern of behavior comes with well-documented baggage, which noone else has
placed upon them.
Here's a start: Anti-missionaries will not bare an objective, utilitarian discussion, before
resulting to emotionality and shoutdowns. Do they fit an identifiable, behavioral profile?
Like · Reply · Saturday at 1:27pm
Gail Ginsberg Kohler
Terry makes an excellent point. Anyone care to offer a reasoned respnse instead of pure
invective? Guess not.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 2:07pm
Gail Ginsberg Kohler
@Eber: aside from how you'd mete out punisment, it sounds like you and fundamentalist
Muslims think a lot alike.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 2:11pm
Cathy Lewis
it would be really nice if u kept to the actual issue here...
Like · Reply · Saturday at 2:33pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

It doesn't say you will go to Hell for mixing fabrics or planting two crops in the same field.
It does say you will go to Hell for same sex relations.
I have noticed when we hire Left wing non-Christian Democrats that they want to impose
their beliefs above all others... the murder of millions of unborn children through abortion,
homosexuality, coveting the fruits of peoples labor to redistribute to parasitic entitlement
recipients that contribute nothing to society or the economy. Another thing idiot, it is NOT
judging for me to point out that some one is doing something God said will send them to
Hell.
2 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 2:41pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

I see you quoted George Washington who gave approvall of a court martial of one of his
commanding officers for homosexuality. Terry, tell Osama Bin Laden hi when you see him in
Hell. And no I am not judging. If you continue misleading others that they go to Hell, you
will go there yourself. God calls you a wolf in sheep's clothing,
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1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 2:46pm
John Detwiler · Anacortes Senior High School
I have no objections to the habits and life style of others, But I object vehemently to the
fact that 99%of the citizens are asked to honor a abominated, aberration.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 2:49pm
Eber 3 ·

Top Commenter (signed in using Hotmail)

@Gail Well that isn't surprising since the anti-Christ aka Allah, likes to pretend to be God
he often copies God's teachings. Then adds his own evil twist like killing people of other
religions etc.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:24pm
Brian Scott Jeffrey · Magnolia, Texas
Homo sexual people have the same basic rights as everyone else. They just don't have the
right to force us to accept their sin. You all act like you are so put out because the majority
of people don't accept you. Just like the topic of gay marriage. Marriage has always been
between a man and a woman. Any gay marriage no matter even if the ceremony is
performed by the Pope himself will never be legitimate. God is the one who invented
marriage and he would never sanction a marriage with two guys. You gays think you are
winning the hearts of people, but I guarantee you that even the ones that say they accept
your life style are probably lying. It would be a like if a person was covered with human
feces 24 hours a day and had no way or hope of washing it off would meet people that
would say, “well you know, I really don’t even smell anything. That doesn’t bother me and
people who say they are offended by the smell, well they are just mean people and don’t
understand”.
You gay people can never overcome this.
2 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:40pm
cindylou200228 (signed in using Yahoo)
Thank you, David Lamon. I've never (in my 53 years) read a response as lucid, compelling
and Truthful as yours. Thank You. Thank You for standing - making sense - and providing a
role model for other males, as well.
Keep speaking up and praying and I'll keep praying and speaking up. Thank You again,
Brother. Your 'few words' said more than 100,000,000
so-called 'talk shows' - *but, no one with a conscience watches that crud anyhow, any
longer... Keep strong David. Next to Christ, I've just gotten another male hero.
Your Christian American Patriot Sister,
Cynthia Lauren
Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:02pm
cindylou200228 (signed in using Yahoo)
Brian! GREAT POINTS!!! Thank You!!! And, I'll tell you the Truth, here - as well!
About 10 years ago now - I lived in Salt Lake City, Utah. Every year I would go to the
Raddison Hotel near the airport to celebrate moving to Utah, okay?
The first evening was fine. Then - a deluge of homosexual men came in to the hotel
together - kinda like a shriner group. They were ALL there because they'd gotten 'inside
information' that SLC was going to be hosting the 2002 Winter Olympics - and they were
buying up all the property in Park City - to make a HUGE PROFIT the following year.
In front of GOD - when the 50 or so of them walked into the hotel - the temperature of the
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place went down at LEAST 15 degrees!!! IT WAS IMMEDIATELY FREEZING - and having
been familiar with the demonic - I packed up my bags and left the Raddison 1 day earlier
than planned.
Yeah - I prayed for those rotten characters - BUT, know that I prayed for them AFTER 6 of
them got into the elevator with me - and the one closest to me came within 2 inches of my
face and laid his hands directly on my breasts to 'see' what I'd do.
I did NOTHING with the exception of speaking directly into his face and saying: "I'M NOT
AFRAID OF YOU. I WILL PRAY FOR YOU."
He and the others got off at their floor and I left for my home.
THAT is what these perverted men do - they cheat (they are allowed to cheat by the
'system') and they love to freak others out. Lets all Stand
Our Ground and TELL THE TRUTH IN LOVE.
Bless you mightily, Brian.
Cynthia Lauren
Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:16pm
Billy Collins
Stoning girls for not being virgins only Islam still doe that.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:42pm
dzzrtrock (signed in using Yahoo)
Hey terry the fruiitbar. How nice that you have an androgynous name. It fits. Let's look at
the pragmatic side: Being a homo shortens your life an average of 20 years per CDC. A
huge majority of AIDS cases are among homos, along with a huge majority of Syphilis,and
Gonorrhea cases even though you're only about 2% of the population. Domestic abuse is
rampant among you butt-stuffers and even more so among the dykes. Homos molest
children at a rate 10 times that of heteros.(http://www.traditionalvalues.org/urban/)
Homos account for an inordinate number of serial killers. Homos also have the opportunity
of getting the underlying anxiety treated that causes them to CHOOSE to be homos
treated, (www.narth.org) then joining the ranks of normal, non-psychotic, non-sociopathic
society. (www.pfox.org) yet rather than YOU getting your lives back on track, you DEMAND
that we "celebrate" and "tolerate" your pathological psychosis.
And you wonder why the rest of us are disgusted with you? Either get psychological help to
get rid of your compulsive (and repulsive) behaviors or go back in the closet and shut the
hell up. We're sick to death of listening to your BS.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 5:03pm
Jill Walker ·

Top Commenter

Maybe the flying of that flag is really a sign from the Fed that the anti-Christ is among us.
Taken a step further, maybe the Fed is saying that all of their machinations are controlled
by the anti-Christ. There's more to this than just touchy-feely stuff (not to be punny). Just
a thought, but have you ever asked yourself why the left is so pro-homosexual? Better yet,
I think it's obvious that they will side with anything that lets them avoid repenting of their
sins. As for some of the Bible passages you mentioned, Romans 1 makes it clear that they
were turned over to a reprobate mind because, inter alia, they refused to acknowledge God
and God's power and authority over them and, instead, worshipped false gods, animals,
creeping things, etc. Ergo, when homosexuals say that God made them that way, I tell
them He did because of their refusal to bow a knee to Him . . . turned them over to the
lusts of their hearts. Sad .. . just so sad.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 5:20pm
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John Cantrell · Prestonsburg High School
you can fly your faggot flag up your faggot ass. you faggots whine to get equal rights there
is no special rights for leg lickers. F--cking d-ck su-kers.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 7:29pm
John Sullivan · Boston, Massachusetts
One very noticeable attribute of Sodomite / Lesbian champions, like Terry Lake, is that they
combine a lack of communicative ability with an equal lack of historical knowledge when
making citations to underscore their pro homosexual views. It is simply amazing.
A fundamental reason why your writing is gibberish, Terry, is that Homosexuality , in all its
manifestations , is a profound evil that has been condemned by God from the beginning of
recorded time, and this condemnation has been echoed by every great statesman ever
since. It is impossible for you to dredge up any support for this evil. Your George
Washington quote, for example, uses the word "liberal" in your homosexual context, not in
Washington's context, since our First President used the word to depict the Freedom
Loving, Fiscal and Moral Constitutionally Conservative Patriots who founded this country
and, believe me, was not envisioning the advance of the sodomite / lesbian cause.
Kind Regards,
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 7:31pm
David L Lamon ·

Top Commenter

Terry using heterosexuals sins will never justify homosexuality. You can do or say whatever
you want but it changes nothing.
It is true straights as you call them doing as you suggest is sinful but at least what they do
doesn't go against nature and this doesn't justify their sins either. It is just a statement of
fact.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 9:04pm
Morris G. Monkus · Pastor at Rehoboth Baptist Church
You even mentioning the Bible is like me teaching a class on flying a jet airplane - I would
have no clue and the more you rant the more your ignorance shows about the Scriptures.
Absolutely no clue.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 9:13pm
Donna D' Rose
Jesus loves ALL people! It's the SIN that He doesn't like, but that's why He came as a
God-man to die in mankinds place if we accept Him and turn to Him. We are to be loving
towards mankind and show God's grace and mercy. Accept the "people" -but we don't have
to accept their sin. But remember- We ALL have sinned and fallen short of the glory of God,
-this is why we need to turn our lives over to Him and His WILL-not our will.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 11:58pm
Richard Olson ·

Top Commenter · Unarmed Security Officer at Yale Enforcement Services

Only Terry and Libs get to discriminate so that nothing can challenge them. All shrinks
agree that victims sometimes revere their attackers and that these victims see nothing
wrong with making all people suffer the same fate as they.
Replace the powers with citizens that can be immediately removed by citizens and never
serve for a life time. We must take control ourselves. Please join with us at Goooh.com you
might be able to click on my name. This will take you to my link page that links to
Goooh.com, NumbersUSA.com and SBA-list.org.
P.S. Have you heard of “you cut” @ http://majorityleader.gov/YouCut/
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Like · Reply · Sunday at 6:43am
dean29685 (signed in using Yahoo)
I think that we need to call a spade a spade the progressive liberals
in our society are trying to push the normal people over the edge to a society ruled with no
rules or morals.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 7:20am
David Craig
So Terry did you know a fact about George Washington was that one of the men in his
army was a homosexual and George Washington had him hung.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 11:05am
George L. Baranek
For TERRY, Ya,Liberal death. It was criminalized at one time and needs to have the
scientific information exposed to the public. And, let the public decide.
Then maybe you people will better understand why people are sick of hearing, we should
be OK! with SODOMY! The death and destruction of LIFE! on EARTH!
Like · Reply · Sunday at 1:25pm
Seajay Madden ·

Top Commenter

I take it, Terry, you are a member of the "rainbow coalition" and would like nothing more to
obtain more power so as to impose the lifestyle you crave onto others. Sorry, but it does
not work that way. I really don't care if some people in this world wish to practice same
gender relationships, that's your business. But the problem is that homosexuals have been
trying to force the general public into their lifestyle--and we do not wish to participate, let
alone be forced to watch the silly psuedo-couples copulating in public streets. For you to
claim that everyone who believes in God are cowards of convenience, let me remind you
that there are many who died along the way just so you could continue your lifestyle and
your right to speak out. You eat the food from the same fields, wear the clothing of the
same fabric you speak of, see the same visions of fields...etc. So, what makes you and
youir same gender lovers special? Get off the back of the heterosexual citizens, quit trying
to force yourselves onto people who are not interested in your lifestyle, and quit acting as if
the world owes you a living--I owe you nothing and if you want my respect you will have to
earn it.
1 · Like · Reply · Sunday at 7:26pm
Verland Gilliam · Loganville, Georgia
We who properly raise our sons and daughters don't have to fear them doing those things
that we condemn. YOU obviously have to worry about your children being homosexual or
lesbian or just like you, not worth a damn for anything, so you ask your stupid questions.
Grown up ass hole.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 7:49pm
David C. Telliho · Kalona, Iowa
I hardly think our forefathers envisioned the anti- intellectual,anti-moral ,anti-family
society you wish for and in large part we have.(temporaily)
Like · Reply · Sunday at 10:03pm
Tim Prosser · Teacher at Thomson High School
Pretty lame reply Terry, wrong is wrong, it doesnt matter how you dress it up. You are
making a vain attemp to defend something that is not justifiable and in your mind are
hoping to convince or convert someone to your stage of "enlightenment". Homosexuality is
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a mental disease that seems to affect those with low self esteem and social disorders.
Maybe you can get help, "stoning your daughters', indeed!
1 · Like · Reply · Sunday at 10:25pm
Tim Prosser · Teacher at Thomson High School
Although the food laws and that which they originally prohibited are now medicall proven to
be unhealthy. This again was given over to the people to exercise their free will, as in the
Garden of Eden.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 10:29pm
Kathy Rhodarmer
This specious, and fallacious argument used by the Left concerning what the Old Testament
says and means concerning homosexuality and eating shell fish, and the prohibition of
wearing certain clothing, just shows the depths of deception and ignorance of Scripture ...
But then, the homosexual Left, and their supporters will distort and use anything that
would further their goal. They hate the Bible, but if they can use it to further their agenda
... then the "ends justifies the means," as their patron saint Saul Alinsky has said.
Doing just a little research on the differences between the moral laws and ceremonial laws
of the OT would clarify the difference.
It would be great if people would do a little more research on that tried old argument they
use from Leviticus about shell fish, and such.
In the New Testament the distinctions between ceremonial laws and moral laws were
increased. Though most ceremonial and dietary laws were discontinued, the moral laws
were not lessened after the Redemption of the New Testament.
So, while the dietary laws were rescinded, the moral laws were increased.. saying that the
Mosaic law has ended is not to say that God has no laws or moral codes for mankind. Even
though the ceremonial law has passed, the moral law remains. The New Testament speaks
of the "law of the Spirit" (Rom. 8:2) and the "law of Christ" (Gal. 6:2). One cannot say that
something that was sin under the Law is not sin under grace. Ceremonial laws concerning
diet or wearing mixed fabrics no longer apply, but moral laws (especially those rooted in
God's creation order for human sexuality) continue. Moreover, these prohibitions against
homosexuality can also be found in the New Testament. When you find prohibitions in both
the Old and New Testament, then you can be assured it's not something that should be
engaged in.
1 · Like · Reply · Yesterday at 12:25am
Craig Manske
@David: Although I do agree that a Fed flag pole is no place for a political statement, I
thought only God could judge? Maybe these people choose eternity in a lake of fire? Is it
your place to make the judgement otherwise? God did give us free will after all. And if you
think about it, when you force someone to believe you're taking away what God has given.
Be careful who you claim will spend an eternity in hell fire, cause it might be you. I'm sure
forcing people with threat of violence is right on top of God's "you get into heaven without
question" list. Maybe you need to take a closer look at what Jesus taught, because it sure
wasn't persecution and oppression of those different then himself.
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 11:53am
Sakume Naratoma Furmen
Taking the bible Al A Carte as usual. Why not read the whole bible? In the same book that
talks about how gays are an abomination, also states that you should not eat shellfish of
any kind. Also, it states in the bible that women should never have power over a man, this
means we need to kill Sarah Palin and many other women in government offices as well as
killing all women who hold management positions in the work place.
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Also, if my brother works this next Sunday, am I obligated to kill him myself or is it ok to
call the police? Also, when I was the NFL, is it ok for them to play football so long as they
wear gloves? Now that I think about it. My sister speaks English and French fluently, is a
great cook and always cleans the table when it's her turn, so tell me, what would a good
price for her be if I was to sell her into slavery?
Also, if your kids talk back to you, be sure to have them brought before the town and have
the whole town stone her till dead.
Since we're talking biblical morals here. Christians are evil, the Bible is evil. If you say
anything different, then you obviously haven't read the bible.
Like · Reply · 21 hours ago
Sakume Naratoma Furmen
The United States is currently a theocracy with Christianity as it's main religion. In my
religion it's considered holy for a man to marry a man or woman to marry a woman.
Therefore, if any of you Christians want to talk about oppressed religions, you guys should
really stop looking in the mirror, you won't find it there.
Like · Reply · 21 hours ago
Israel Talavera
Down with the homosexual flag! Thank you, Obama for declaring this month, homosexuality pride
month- NOT! Obama- you are an immoral reprobate of the 1st class (with all due respect)! Read the
powerful letter, and see some of the comments (especially those by homosexual pro replies- sick.)
48 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 1:02am
Terry W. Lake · Danville, Illinois
Actually Clinton was the first President to claim June as Gay Pride month even though it
has been an established celebration of Gay Pride long before that. Advocates of gay pride
have used history to point to oppression as well as differing levels of acceptance of
homosexuality throughout history. The ancient Greeks did not conceive of sexual
orientation as a social identifier, as Western societies have done for the past century. Greek
society did not distinguish sexual desire or behavior by the gender of the participants, but
by the extent to which such desire or behavior conformed to social norms. These norms
were based on gender, age and social status. "Lesbian" derives from the name of the island
of Lesbos,which was famous for the poetess Sappho, who wrote love poetry to female
lovers. Homosexuality in the ancient Roman Empire is considered to have been widespread
but was tempered by the complex social systems of the society.
During Medieval times all forms of sexuality began to be repressed by the church as the
message of heaven and hell gained popularity.As technology fell behind, simple luxuries
such as clean running water and proper sewage became a thing of the past. This caused
horrible conditions and disease. People began to believe that they were suffering from the
wrath of God, blaming immorality. Any and all forms of homosexuality became not only
shameful but punishable by death. In 390, the first law banning same-sex love was
enacted in Rome, making it punishable by death. And then so oddly we were plunged into
the DARK AGES and a great loss of all modernism occurred with the loss of running water
and technologies and etc and this lasted for a thousand years.... and then along came the
discovery of AMERICA
4 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 8:01am
tls42045 (signed in using Yahoo)
The Federal Reserve is going for another round of Quantitative Easing. So now they take
their rainbow flag and stick it in every ones eye.
What most people don't understand is that with out the 16th and 17th Amendments of the
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US Constitution there would be no Federal Reserve!
Please everyone study how we as a nation was governed before 1913 and how we've been
governed ever since.
Our only solution that protects our Christian Liberties and Economic Freedom is the total
repeal of the 16th and 17th.
11 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 9:02am
Richard Gazan ·

Top Commenter · Lexington High School

Since when do people with a behaviour problem consider themselves something special.
When do a minute portion of society decide they have a right to dictate to the majority. The
Gay society thinks they have their foot in the door of this country with their "poor
me"victimized outcry. All I see is a bunch of perverts that won't or can't get along with the
oposite sex to allow this country to school little kids into a life of a pedofile's dream. The
next thing we as a country will have to face is the criminals will want their own flag. If you
think some other country thinks along your perverted ways go there....
27 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 9:46am
Emma Davidson
Terry, you are a very sick individual. Remember to Greece? Their inmoral ways finished
them. Homosexuality is a sin. You don't believe in God? Then you must be an amiba. You,
sick. How many young people you had in your lifetime perverted? I know, that is the
agenda your sick homos have. To convert young people in your sick ways. That is why we
AIDS, to some day finish this sick culture of destruction.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 9:51am
Donnas McGinley · Little Rock, Arkansas
You have noticed that both of those great societies, Greek and Roman, are no longer
"great". They imploded under their own degradation. America is headed there as well.
Sodom and Gomorrah would have been save if there had been even 10 righteous. I think,
no, I know, that because of praying Christians we are spared. I do not hate homosexuals. I
am not phobic. There are few families that are not touched in some way by this. There is a
better way. God loves everyone just as they are but He loves them too much to leave them
that way. I have my faults and I ask God to help me and I work towards changing what I
am. If I had a sexual addiction of any sort then maybe the best thing would be to just
abstain. If I were a widow, I could do that. Nuns and Priests do that. It is not impossible.
Of all the homosexuals I know, none are willing to sacrifice that and truly seek God's
perfect plan. The physical man is more important than the soul. The need and desire is
immediate. Salvation and eternity seem abstract and not an immediate need. But, no man
knows the day or hour his soul will be required. Is what we are doing worth an eternity if
we are wrong? If you feel God made you that way, then God is a liar and His Word is false.
He would not condemn what a person TRULY can't change. It is changable if you are willing
to do the work and make the sacrifice. God doesn't just change lives He changes our way
of thinking.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 10:39am
Bruce Sims
Mr Lake, you must be a Homosexual and IF you are....Repent or Perish, turn or burn!!!
Like · Reply · Saturday at 11:34am
Peter Ramsey ·

Top Commenter · Artist at My Flying Saucer

Do we worship God or the whore of Babylon?
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 11:49am
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Ricky McManus
YES EVERYONE HE IS GAY.....AND HE HAS AIDS,CHECK OUT HIS FACEBOOK
PAGE....THATS WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU COMMIT AN UNNATURAL ACT!!!!!
Like · Reply · Saturday at 11:58am
Sheila A Conrad
You can come up with all the excuses you want Terry but this IS wrong and I will keep
Gods word any day over yours ! GOD MADE NO MISTAKE in our sexes ! It's people
ignorance and the devils lil demons . Yes America stands for freedom and it's folks like you
that has taken this for granted in a bad way . I pray for YOU !!
Like · Reply · Saturday at 12:27pm
Shirley Hernandez
Obama is an asshole and needs to go away and take his greedy selfish wife and their 2
future lindsey lohans with them back to africa
Like · Reply · Saturday at 1:10pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

There is no such thing as "oppression" when referring to the stomping out of "crime" and
"sin".
Like · Reply · Saturday at 2:50pm
Elizabeth Wright ·

Top Commenter · San Jose, California

Emma, you are a sick individual, too. What a horrible, disgusting person you are for
wishing death on a group of people. YOU are surely going straight to HELL when your
judgement day comes!!!!!
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 2:56pm
Richard Gazan ·

Top Commenter · Lexington High School

Elizabeth, no the gays will go to hell, not her
Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:47pm
Ricky McManus
Elizabeth must be a carpet muncher
Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:01pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

Elizabeth Wright, it's sick demented people like you causing AIDS to spread and gullible
people to go to Hell. May God have mercy on your soul at Judgement Day.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:31pm
Elizabeth Wright ·

Top Commenter · San Jose, California

Richard Ricky and Robert. My trust in God is as valid as yours...based on the things you
say, .I am sure in my heart that you will all be in hell right along with me.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 6:05pm
Ricky McManus
are you or are you not a lesbian???????
Like · Reply · Saturday at 6:11pm
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Terry W. Lake · Danville, Illinois
Richard, what an extremely weird statement from someone that has had no gay friends, I
have no problem getting along with women what so ever! I have many many hetero friends
that are both men and women and some lesbian friends and some gay friends, and some
christian friends and some pagan and some atheist. I have no behavior problems and I do
not consider myself anything all that special. I have never been a victim of anything more
than the typical abuse other then what people like you dole out, but I am extra tough with
a family that will protect me with tremendous means. But those that come from Christian
families and get outcast into a vulnerable situation often do become victims of more then
just verbal bullies like you. They are beat to death, along with many other torturous
treatments. But trying to educate a bigot is difficult. Hetero sexuals are far more likely to
be a pedophile then a homo, simple fact. Christian churches have been tremendous
sponsors of male on male pedophiles for countless centuries. But you never acknowledge
any of that because it is not convenient for your hate agenda against gays.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 7:13pm
Ricky McManus
I have one question for all of you perverts out there....If we were to take all Gay men and
put them on an island to themselves, all of the lesbians all by themselves and all of the
straight human beings on their own island, at the end of 100 years which species would
still be alive since nature will not allow for two men or two women to reproduce???? nature
would take care of the normal species.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 8:25pm
Morris G. Monkus · Pastor at Rehoboth Baptist Church
Yes, we all know Clinton was the picture of morality. Why don't you guys just go and
practice your perversion and stop trying to force it on us
Like · Reply · Saturday at 9:15pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

Elizabeth Wright, I'm NOT sure in my heart that I am going to Hell. But at least you know
you are going there and admit it, by doing so you also admit you are in the wrong and in
rebellion against God.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 1:29pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

Terry (idiot), here you go again. Falsely accusing all denominations of Christianity of what
happened at one.
"Christian churches have been tremendous sponsors of male on male pedophiles for
countless centuries"
Like · Reply · Sunday at 1:33pm
Jack Kemp
Yes, and we see what has become of the ancient Greek society as well as every other
society that endorses aberrant behavior.
1 · Like · Reply · Sunday at 1:55pm
Seajay Madden ·

Top Commenter

Many are well aware of ancient history and the role that homosexuality played in their era.
However, during that same era, heterosexuality was also honored--which is something
contemporary homosexuals fail to do, let alone admit to. Furthermore, the ancients were
interested in defining justice, understanding human nature, advancing good health, and
many other issues that continue to face us today--at no time was homosexuality the
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primary concern of our ancient ancestors. So please spare us of your minute scale-down of
ancient history because homosexuality was the least of their concerns.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 7:35pm
Dan Heaberlin · School of Hard Knocks, University of Life
And now the Greek empire is dead and gone... is it not?
1 · Like · Reply · Yesterday at 4:15am
Andrew Teng · 33 years old
Better homophobia than homophilia, that's what I always say. Homophilia/homosexuality is not a
human right, it is a human wrong, it is a grave sin, it is immoral, it is pure evil.
Homophilia/homosexuality/sodomy is no more a right than pedophilia or terrorism. If its ok to
discriminate against pedophiles and terrorists, then it is ok to discriminate against sodomites!
43 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 3:34am
David M. Andrews
You are quite correct. The rainbow people are sodomites. That is a very accurate name for
them.
19 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 8:57am
Jason Roberts ·

Top Commenter

lol ... a "human wrong?" ... a "grave sin?" ... "pure evil?" So many charges, so little
intelligent thought. Exactly what evidence, logic and reasoning do you have to support such
silly claims? A book of fairy tales, talking animals and scientific ignorance, written by
bronze age sheep herders? Please explain in what way, a man loving another man
amorously is immoral? How does it affect the autonomy of others, and how does it
negatively affect you and your well being? The very idea that you are okay with irrational
discrimination against others whose actions hurt no one, is very telling. Of course, what
more would I expect from someone whose god condoned slavery, promoted racial
genocide, commanded the kidnap and rape of young girls, demanded the murder of
disobedient children, ordered the slaughter of innocent babies, and other such sadistically
immoral acts. Yeah ... whose immoral again?
6 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 9:39am
Paul Powell · Long Beach City College
You are talking about the maslams one that one. The bible does NOT say anything about
ordering the slaughter of kids or anything you are talking about. The only ones that do
such things are the maslams
5 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 9:59am
Jason Roberts ·

Top Commenter

@Paul ... you really don't know your bible at all, do you? Do you need the scripture
references? Am I really going to have to do that for you?
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 10:06am
David Williams ·

Top Commenter

Let's see your point is how inclusive your side and basically how evil mean and nasty
Christians are right? You really should check your attitude at the door. The Catholic church
molestation issue was after all homosexual priests infiltrating the church with the express
purpose of destroying the church. There is nothing in the world more evil than abortion not
only does your side condone it they celebrate it. The church has done more good in it's
history than any other institution ever. For all the claptrap from the left about diversity fact
is homosexuals have contributed very little to Western civilization and in reality seem intent
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on destroying it. Anyone whos entire social, political and economic out look is based on
their sexual identity is mentally ill. By the looks of it that constitutes the vast majority of
homosexuals.
3 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 10:53am
Jason Roberts ·

Top Commenter

@David - Your entire comment is rife with ignorance. You start with an unsubstantiated
conspiracy theory. Then you issue statements completely ignorant of facts, as in that about
abortion being "celebrated," the alleged "good" church history surpassing all other
institutions, and the contribution of gay people to western civilization. And in regard to
your last two statements? Here's a different perspective: "Anyone whose entire social,
political and economic outlook is based on their religious/spiritual identity, is mentally ill.
By the looks of it, that constitutes the vast majority of christians." Hmmm ... that sounds
better.
2 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 11:01am
Donnas McGinley · Little Rock, Arkansas
No where in the Bible does it condone slavery. It does tell the slave to do what is right even
in the slave state. Could you give scripture and verse of the other accusations. Slaughter of
babies?? Maybe you are referring to the two women that brought the baby to Soloman?
God did not order that. Maybe Abraham and Issac? He had an alternate plan and was
testing Abrahams obedience. He already knew the outcome. Maybe the death of Jesus? His
son. That is what makes Christianity different than all other religions. In no other religion
was the leader/founder willing to die FOR our salvation. They can make all kinds of rules
and stipulations and even require OUR sacrifice but not of themselves. Even Bin Ladin
required that of his followers but he was hiding and holed up to save his own life. Jason,
life is very short, just a whisper in the etenity. Are you sure you are right? Are you willing
to lose everything for what we have now, here on this earth? Is this the best you can
expect? I can promise you it is not worth the risk. You and I are not promised tomorrow. I
know where I will be if I die and I am not afraid. Can you say the same? I guess you don't
believe in a heaven? The God you mock created it. He also created the Hell. We will not
just rot. Your soul will live forever. Forever. 80-90 years is nothing. When you read the
Bible, ask God to help you see it with open eyes. It will become very precious and
comforting. Not a book of condemnation. When you read the parts you must be referring
to, read the context surrounding it. God is love but He is just. He is not a Santa Claus type
of God and His wisdom is beyond our finite thinking. But, He will judge us. I will die and go
to hell if I do not ask forgiveness and make a change in my life. All sin is the same. There
are no degree of sin. You can't do enough good to earn salvation because it's not by works,
it is free. It does require a sacrifice on our part. What does God expect from us? The part
we aren't willing to give. What is most precious to you? Your need for sex with men? Would
you be willing to lay it on the alter like Abraham did with Isaac? If not, it will be the thing
that determines your eternity. Same for a drug addict, theif, gossip, liar, fornicator. Or,
whatever is our "god". Make sure it is worth it. Nothing I am or have is worth my salvation.
Because I am willing to give it ALL to HIM, He has blessed me beyond my expectations. I
do not mistake blessings for acceptance of my sin, though. I can have it all and lose
everything. I am ever mindful of my relationship with my saviour, Jesus Christ. .
4 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 11:05am
Jason Roberts ·

Top Commenter

@Donnas - All you're doing is making completely unsubstantiated assertions. No other
religion had a leader/god/savior willing to die for "our" salvation? Wrong. Dozens and
dozens of other (often much older) religions share that theme. You know where you'll be
when you die? No, you don't. You *believe* where you'll be when you die, but you don't
*know.* Knowing is predicated upon evidence, of which there is none for your assertion.
God created heaven? Where's your evidence for that? And under what tests and conditions
have you completely ruled out natural causes, or the "miraculous creation" by other gods?
And what and where is heaven, and what evidence do you have to support your claim? God
created hell? Again, evidence please. And do you know that the bible says *nothing* of an
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eternal hell for unbelievers ... only a "lake of fire" that consumes (permanently annihilates)
anything tossed within it? We will not just rot? Our "souls" will live forever? Those are
pretty big claims. What evidence do you have that "souls" exist? What are they made of,
how are they measured and quantified? What evidence do you have that they "live
forever?" You see Donnas, I have scores of evidence that we do in fact just rot when we
die. And please don't insult me with bible reading "help." I am a former christian of nearly
30 years, a former minister who spoke in tongues, taught biblical hermeneutics,
eschatology and who street preached. I would bet my life that I know the bible better than
anyone on this forum. Oh, and I don't have a desire for sex with men. Personally, I find the
thought of me having sex with a man to be revolting - not because of some irrational
hatred and sin theory, but because I'm heterosexual. And no, I would NEVER do what
Abraham did. It was a vile, sadistic, immoral thing for Abraham to even consider murdering
his son for some voice in his head. If I had been Abraham, I would have told god NO! and
given him a lesson in morality. Finding Abraham's willingness to murder his son as a
righteous action, is psychologically sick. Now, given that I've written a rather verbose
response to you, allow me to ask: Would you like me to post the scripture references for all
of my previous accusations against the bible/god? Say the word, and I'll post them shortly.
4 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 11:29am
David Williams ·

Top Commenter

Ahhh Jason the good little leftist, ignore facts and arrive at weak talking points. It it is not
arguable that the Catholic church scandals are a HOMOSEXUAL scandal as well a matter of
pedophilia. Your side of the aisle tends to try and hang the issue on the church but
homosexuality is at the root of the churches problems. As in time the military will be as
well. Once openly gay troops destroy the militarys morale and force structure you will have
yet ANOTHER instance of homosexuals undermining a great American institution. Bradley
Manning another boil on society is a openly gay soldier who basically has ignited a world
wide Islamic revolution by exposing our top secret cables for the world to see. I stand by
my assertion that the vast majority of militant gays are mentally ill. The fact that they are
not content to live quietly but seek to push their perverse lifestyle on others is simply
another symptom of their sickness. You can make all the empty claims of church/ Christian
lunacy if you like but it is not the Church seeking to undermine every foundation that made
America great.
2 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 11:42am
Jason Roberts ·

Top Commenter

@David: And what are your qualifications to diagnose a person or group as mentally ill? No
one is "pushing" their lifestyle on you. That's a victim mentality - a position of weakness.
You just want those you don't agree with to keep quiet and hide in the shadows. Kind of
how people wanted to keep black people "in their place" 100 years ago. How sweet. If a
christian has the right to express their faith publicly, then gays or atheists have a right to
express their beliefs publicly. This isn't a theocratic dictatorship, and it never will be. And as
far as empty claims? Ha! I wish they were empty. Unfortunately, they are substantiated by
scores of bloodsoaked evidence covering christendom's guilty hands.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 11:54am
MattandJill Yaeger · Breckenridge, Colorado
@Jason When people use the Bible against Believers it is in ignorance. Quoting laws in the
Old Testament created by men to control the masses...they were never sanctioned by God.
You must differentiate between God's laws and commands and the ones made by man. The
Bible reports these things doesn't mean it's condoning it. God never condoned slavery what
a crock!! Just like our history books in school that included slavery and it's history doesn't
mean the history book was condoning it's use. No the Bible isn't a book of fairy tales. It has
been proven through archeology, science and research that the things reported in it are
true. In fact the Bible speaks of the earth being round not flat. So much for scientific
ignorance. The other things regarding the claims of prophets and the moral teachings
sanctioned by God, yes man must take by faith. And yet people are willing to believe in
little green men from Mars or aliens in space ships, extra terrestrials in other solar
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systems. But the things in the Bible are fairy tales? I guess it all depends on a person's
perspective. If you want respect, then give it to those who may disagree with you.
Unfortunately tolerance is a one way street.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 12:43pm
Jason Roberts ·

Top Commenter

@MattandJill: God not only condoned slavery, he gave rules for slaves and even rules on
how to properly beat slaves. Funny how a "morally perfect" god, couldn't just say, "Hey
guys, no slavery. It's not good." No, instead he gave them rules for properly beating
slaves. Your god condoned slavery. Learn your bible. And no, the bible has NOT "been
proven" through archeology or science, and to suggest so is an egregious display of
ignorance. Some little things have shown to be accurate, but as in all historical fiction, one
must include *some* verifiable facts in order to sell the story. Dan Brown mastered the art
in his book series. And please don't give me that garbage about how the OT was not
sanctioned by god. The commands in the old testament are attributed directly to god, and
Jesus himself fully upheld the old testament commands. If you're going to start hacking out
verses to protect your dogma, why stop there? Hack out Jesus and the apostles too. Hack
out that acid trip called Revelation. Seriously, the OT vs NT false dichotomy is an
intellectual cop out and theological dishonesty. It's never worked before and it doesn't work
now.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 12:57pm
frtpilot (signed in using Yahoo)
What? You are referring to Democrats...Have a nice day!
Like · Reply · Saturday at 1:44pm
lion14484 (signed in using Yahoo)
Wrote Roberts, "So many charges, so little intelligent thought."
I understood that an intelligent thinker will compare a claim against itself.
Have professedly atheist govts done no such attrocities, in the name of atheism?
Yet, your version of the unitary executive goes unquestioned. Why is that?
Rousas John Rushdoony writes that "the god of a culture can be located by fixing its source
of law. If the source of law is the ontological Trinity of Christian revelation, then that Trinity
is the God of that culture. If the source of law rests in the people, then the voice of the
people is the voice of God (vox populi, vox dei), and that voice finds expression and
incarnation either in a leader, a legislative body, or a supreme court, depending on which
gains the ascendency. The highest point in the processes of law is the god of that system."
(1978, The Politics of Guilt and Pity)
For making claims in terms of unfathomable absolutes, don't you have a form of religious
faith, Mr. Roberts?
And, for putting moral authority in the hands of man, don't you worship a sort of god?
For you, autonomy on the individual level was really besides the point, wasn't it? You didn't
like for us to do and say as we please, and you would prevent it, if you had the power.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 1:49pm
Jason Roberts ·

Top Commenter

@lion: To answer your questions in the order they appear: No. Not my place to answer. No.
No. And No. And in regard to your last statement, that is false. I want you to be able to
*say anything* you so desire, but not to force conformity of others to your religious
fantasy. To quote Robert Ingersoll - "I will not attack your doctrines nor your creeds if they
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accord liberty to me. If they hold thought to be dangerous - if they aver that doubt is a
crime, then I attack them one and all, because they enslave the minds of men."
2 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 2:00pm
Mike Autin
"The very idea that you are okay with irrational discrimination against others whose actions
hurt no one, is very telling."
Jason, the very idea that you believe homosexuality hurts no one is even more telling and
filled with wishful thinking or blind ignorance. You knock someone for living as the Bible
tells people to live and yet many countries have been built on it's foundation, including the
USA, even though govt demands children be taught otherwise.
I will not have my govt, you or anyone else tell me what I can believe or see as immoral.
Gay pride parades are immoral in society's eyes. The nudity, the sexual overtones, etc, do
not belong in the public street. The gay bashing, which used to mean beating up gays
many years ago, now means gays bashing those who don't agree with them. Way to go on
trying to win people over!
It's really funny that you mention a man loving a man. The gay people I know prefer to
keep their relationship private and are monogamous. And yet the ones making all the noise
are the immoral ones, with multiple partners, picking up young kids to try and "turn" them.
Not my words, the words from a gay activist rally who thought it was funny.
You don't see straight people out flaunting their sexual lifestyle, so what makes you think
it's alright to flaunt yours? Do what you want behind closed doors like most people and
leave it there. You will find more support that way. They say the squeaky wheel gets the
grease. But we've already given as much grease as we are going to give in the 70s, 80s
and 90s. We are out of grease for you squeaky wheels and prefer to just get a new wheel.
It's not up to us Christians to judge you, that's God's job. If you want to talk about judging
people and make accusations that supposedly come from the Bible, then I suggest you
learn what our Book says and means before you start throwing out irrational and
inaccurate statements. You people just love acting like you know our religion, our God and
the word of God. If you had an ounce of understanding the Christian religion, you would
know that the Old Testament is our history book and the New Testament is our faith. The
Christian Bible is filled with stories about love and hate, peace and war, heterosexual and
homosexual and even incest. You can't possibly give reference to a more popular or quote
from a book read more than other. It's the best book on the planet, proven by the fact that
6,000,000,000 copies sold, it is by far the most popular book on the planet. That's 1 billion
MORE than the book in 2nd place! Read it, you might learn something if you aren't afraid of
the outcome!
Like · Reply · Saturday at 2:48pm
John Richard Cunliffe
In the eyes of whom? Only the superstitious religious sheep would think that way...and in
my eyes, frankly they have no standing. People believing in fairy tales and that are
brainwashed like the religious people are delusional and mentally ill.
Religion is the biggest ponzi scheme ever invented to control the feeble minded
superstitious masses.
Paul,
Did you ever read ALL books of the bible (as much as they where not destroyed by the
Vatican and the Romans)? No not just the PC versions that are in the current pamphlet but
all of it ...you seem to have no idea about the past of your own fairy tale movement.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 2:53pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

Typical comments from someone going to Hell. God aside, homosexuality is against the
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design of nature. It serves no purpose.
2 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 2:55pm
lion14484 (signed in using Yahoo)
But, I can be preempted from doing anything, so long as your proletarian god disapproves,
or he can make any heinous act lawful.
Did you know that other revolutionary govts have constitutions, which sound just like ours?
So many things happen in the name of moral freedom (actually a contradiction in terms.)
Considering how the population has grown, since the days of the Biblical Patriarchs, whose
god has killed more people?
Like · Reply · Saturday at 2:55pm
Jason Roberts ·

Top Commenter

@Mike: Um, I guess you didn't read my post up above. Why don't you mosey on up there
and read it. I'd bet my life I have read and studied the bible more than you ever will. It's
obvious I know it better than you, as you seem ignorant to the things I listed actually being
in the bible when they are. Shame, shame christian. You should know your bible better
than that. I also addressed the false dichotomy of OT vs NT that you're trying to pass off as
legitimate. A little less posting comments and a little more bible study and scholarship
would do you well and help you avoid using such logical fallacies. Just because you don't
like the fact that your god commanded genocide, infanticide, sexual slavery, murder of
innocents and condoned slavery, among other sadistic atrocities, doesn't mean it isn't in
there. Your god is condemned by his own book. And that's the book you use to justify your
hatred and bigotry toward gay people. They're speaking up against a tide of theocratic
ideology. Don't you think you'd speak up if you were being marginalized and discriminated
against for being a christian?
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:02pm
Brian Warner · Driver at Drive amish/mennonite folks
your perverse pride will send you straight to hell and the lake of fire!!!
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:03pm
Jason Roberts ·

Top Commenter

@Mike: Oh yeah, and just how in the world does someone being gay hurt anyone? That's
just asinine. It's like saying being black hurts people.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:04pm
Elizabeth Wright ·

Top Commenter · San Jose, California

Robert...when you or any man masturbates, it also serves no purpose! Oral sex also serves
no purpose. What a bunch of hypocrites you are!
Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:28pm
Kimberley Wisch Lowhorn
Nature is the true evidence of what is correct. Humans are weak and swayed by
selfishness. Enough Said!!!
Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:31pm
Elizabeth Wright ·

Top Commenter · San Jose, California

@Mike Autin. Are you for real?! "You don't see straight people out flaunting their sexual
lifestyle"....are kidding me? Everywhere you look you seetraight people flaunting sex! Ads
that sell beer and cars by using barely clothed big boobed women! Celebrations of Marcia
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Grad all over the country! Movies and tv shows with men and women having sex. Ads that
constantly rub on tv and pop up unwanted on my computer about how men can make their
penis larger, harder for longer, and get it up with pills after nature has tried to tell you it's
over! Do I need to keep going?!?!?!? Open your eyes, man!!!!
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:39pm
Elizabeth Wright ·

Top Commenter · San Jose, California

Mardis Gras, not marcia grad.......Damn autospell!
Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:41pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

Jason, It spreads AIDS and other filthy diseases multiple partner sex is known for. Don't
give us any lies that there is monogamy among homosexuals. It's very sight in public
poisons the minds of the gullible that it is a satisfying relationship which brings them into
similar dissatisfying relationships.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:44pm
Elizabeth Wright ·

Top Commenter · San Jose, California

And if you haven't ever been, Mardis Gras has naked blobs and penis's everywhere! Public
sex acts, too! By straight people! And then there's that whole pork and masturbation
thing....
Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:44pm
Robert Morgan · Works at University of Missouri-St. Louis
I don't know a single black (or white, or Asian) who chose their race. I come from a place
of oppression: I was born Left Handed. Everyday 90% minimum of the world is working at
cross purposes to me. Will the Fed fly my Lefty flag to celebrate my cause and bring
awareness to my plight? NO. Will we have a Lefty-pride parade to show the other 90% that
"We're Here, we're lefty, we're smarter than you, and more successful, get used to it!"
Sadly I don't see that happening. WHICH IS OK because I'm happy NOT being the 90%.
Why can't gays just be happy being themselves and leave the huge population that doesn't
see things their way alone?
Always remember: Tolerance DOES NOT equal acceptance. The US has forgotten this truth
for decades, giving rise to PC.
Also, I've never read the Bible or any religious text. I view religion as the presence of faith
(which means Atheism IS a religion, as their organization is predicated on their FAITH in
their BELIEF there is no God).
Now that all this religion and oppression BS is out of the way, which only took.....5
pages.....can we discuss the issue of the federal reserve promoting a personal lifestyle
above others using my tax dollars, because that is the issue here.
2 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:45pm
Robert Morgan · Works at University of Missouri-St. Louis
"Don't you think you'd speak up if you were being marginalized and discriminated against
for being a Christian?"
So you are now, through comparison, equating homosexuality as a religion. I'm sure many
gays would be quite offended at the comparison.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:47pm
cindylou200228 (signed in using Yahoo)
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Uh, Jason...? Your hatred of GOD is showing once again...and - p.s. - your little teensy tiny
intellect of which you're so very proud of - 'ain't ALL that - Honey. Cry out to Christ, he'll
forgive even you. I know that - 'cause He forgave me, August 7th, 1990 at 3am - when I
HAD to call out to Him or be dragged to Hell. Get SAVED my friend - eternity is a HELL of a
long time, isn't that 'basic and simple enough' for you to comprehend?
Huh?
Cynthia Lauren
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:20pm
cindylou200228 (signed in using Yahoo)
Uh.......Jason? .................You ARE betting your life. Does your 'supreme intellect' tell you
THAT Truth?
Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:27pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

Elizabeth Wright, so why are you using a vibrator?
Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:41pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

Elizabeth Wright, it's ok to talk about or portray (in a reasonable manner) "normal"
sexuality. It is a sickness to do the same with homosexuality. You are a sick person, you
have either a genetic defect or a damaged childhood.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:46pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

Elizabeth Wright, your intelligence is so low you didn't even understand what I was talking
about. Just from a perspective of nature: a man and a woman together in a relationship
will produce children, a man and a man (or a woman and a woman) in a relationship
together will produce nothing for the continuation of the species.
And what do you bring up? Masturbating, shows us the level of your mindset.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:52pm
Terry W. Lake · Danville, Illinois
Paul is obviously blind to the Abrahamic Religions of the world and will take only literally
what he thinks is correct and let the rest go. Muslim is an Abrahamic religion, and that is
what the old testament is. It is just a different sect like the many different sects and cults
of Christianity today.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 7:17pm
John Cantrell · Prestonsburg High School
faggot soon you and the rest of the faggots will die off unless you can give birth out of your
ass.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 7:38pm
David L Lamon ·

Top Commenter

Jason Plain Talk
Pure and simple sticking another man's vessel in your mouth and sticking one man's vessel
into another man's rectum is not only immoral but you people spread AIDS more than any
other in society which threatens all of us. You cost taxpayers millions of dollars to give you
treatment, this is immoral. When you sodomize our young and send literature in the public
school system encouraging our young to try it you might like and getting them to dress in
feminine apparel in the public school system is immoral.
A Little Lesson About the Sin of Homosexuality and How God Fells About It
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In Sodom it was old and young
Gen 19:4_ But before they lay down, the men of the city, even the men of Sodom
compassed the house round, both old and young, all the people from every quarter. Notice
that it was old and young who went to the house. However, some may say the young does
not refer to children. They are wrong, the word young is derived from na’ar, nah-ar,
(concr.) a boy (as active), the age of infancy to adolescence. Since there were children, we
must assume that heterosexual intercourse took place, to produce for themselves children
out of their own greed.
The children were taught homosexuality
We see how commonplace this is among lesbians today. This is backed up in that the young
male children were homosexuals in Sodom. Their mothers must have raised them this way
and the lifestyle was acceptable. Is this not what we see happening in America even as I
write this letter. Liberal activist judges in this country are giving homosexual men/women
the right to adopt innocent children into this evil lifestyle. Peter in describing these false
teachers says in 2nd Peter 2:14 having eyes full of adultery and cannot cease from sin,
beguiling unstable souls (young children); a heart they have exercised with covetous
practices; cursed children. They have forsaken the right way and gone astray, following the
way of Balaam the son of Bosor who loved the wages of unrighteousness. This is why only
Christians need apply for elected office in my book.
It Was Legal
Genesis 19:5- and they called unto Lot, asking him where are the men that came unto thee
this night? Bring them unto us that we may know them. Know means to have sex with
them. It was both young and old that wanted to have intercourse with the angels. They
wanted to sodomize them in public. When they could not have them they threatened Lot
with the same. Lot was a judge in the city. They said stand back and again they said, “this
one fellow (Lot) came in to sojourn and now we will deal worse with you than them
(angels). They pressed sore upon Lot and came near to break the door. Lot’s response was
to offer his daughters to save the angels, which was wrong. One can never do evil that
good may come of it.
According to scripture only Lot and his family were saved out of Sodom and Gomorrah
although Abraham pleaded with God to save them all. God gave Abraham the opportunity
to save all that didn’t participate in this ungodly sin but he could only find that it was Lot’s
family that hadn’t participated in the homosexual lifestyle, sex with beast, and other
ungodly acts.
For those that claim to be Christians, it is put up or shut up time that is if we want to give a
lost and dying population reason or hope to become Christians. I am familiar with the
temptation as a boomer to disassociate ourselves from controversy and stay in our comfort
zones, but if you are like most of us, wishing we had done things better, now is the perfect
time to earn the respect we want from our children by standing up for the righteousness of
God. I can assure you, there is no better way to earn our children’s respect and honor than
getting out of our zone and lead by example. And too, spineless Christians will have no part
in the kingdom of God. After all, this is the Christians call!
2 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 9:11pm
Elizabeth Wright ·

Top Commenter · San Jose, California

Wieneke, I could say the same about you and your low intelligence. Not to mention you are
on the same level of a vile schoolyard name-caller. You all say your belief that sex is only
between a man and a woman to reproduce, yet you conveniently overlook the billions of
times men and women have sex just for pleasure, which if you haven't noticed, doesn't
produce children. Sex for pleasure serves no purpose, which is my point in response to
your comment. Sex with yourself is not for reproduction, it does not produce children...nor
does oral sex, and anal sex, which many, many straight people perform quite often. If you
have ever had sexual relations out of wedlock, that is immoral and all those who have will
burn in the fiery lake along with gay people for their sexual immorality. That is going to be
one crowed lake! Welcome to the lake to all you divorced people, too.
And I am so sick and tired of "Christians" cherry picking from the bible. If you are so
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worried about the family unit decaying, you should be focusing your attention on the
approximately 50% divorce rate, which is destroying the children and the future of this
country.
If you claim to live your life so adamantly by what that bible tells you, you should also be
putting the adulterers to death, Deuteronomy 22:22, Leviticus 20:10. And it is one of the
10 commandments!! Statistics confirm that 50 to 70 percent of married men (between 38
and 53 million men) have cheated or will cheat on their wives, and that 40% of woman
have or will cheat on their husbands. Great monogamous track record you all have, such
hypocrisy in telling others how to live their lives! Why aren’t you Christians up in arms
about the horrible divorce rate and the rates of adultery amongst yourselves?
A couple more points. Based on figures that only 2% of the population is gay, the rest of all
the heterosexual people spread an innumerable amount of STDs and other filthy diseases
amongst themselves.
Gay women have the least amount of "filthy diseases" and the lowest amount of cases of
AIDS, lower than heterosexuals.
To those who say they would like to see gay people stay with each other so "their kind" can
eventually die off are horribly ignorant. Heterosexual parents produce gay children. Always
have and always will. It is just a fact of life.
If you are not gay, you have no right to an opinion as to whether it is a choice or not. Only
gay people can answer that question. And as much as you all want to believe gays
"recruit", again, you are horribly ignorant. This is a myth, it just doesn't happen. It is a lie
told over and over to vilify gay people.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 12:11am
Jason Roberts ·

Top Commenter

@Robert Morgan: You're quite confused. Homosexuality is NOT a choice. It's 100%
biological. Just as you don't know any black, asian, etc who chose their race, neither do
you or I know any homosexual person that chose their sexual orientation. Calling it a
choice is terribly ignorant.
Point two, atheism is not a religion, and you appear foolish calling it so. Atheism is no more
a religion than not collecting stamps is a hobby. Atheism is simply a lack of belief in deities.
There's no faith involved whatsoever. Atheism is simply the logical response to an assertion
(existence of deities) for which no evidence exists. It is the position from reason and
critical response which basically says, "Until you substantiate your assertion of deities with
testable, verifiable evidence and a falsifiable hypothesis, I reject your assertion and do not
believe your claims of the divine." You see, the religious/theist position requires blind faith
in place of evidence, while the atheist/agnostic position requires evidence in place of blind
faith. The former is irrational, while the latter is rational. One is welcome to either position,
but one is not welcome to call the irrational, rational, and vice versa.
On your third point: Quite simply, the Federal Reserve is a private bank and not a
government entity. They can fly any flag they wish and support any cause they see fit.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 12:29am
Jason Roberts ·

Top Commenter

@Cynthia: Honestly, do you really think what you said made any sense? How can I hate
that which does not exist? I don't believe in Centaurs either - Are you going to accuse me
of hating Centaurs? I don't believe in Fairies either - Are you going to accuse me of hating
Fairies? What's next? Leprechauns? Zeus? Santa Claus? Come on Cynthia, you *had* to
see the gaping hole in that ridiculous reasoning you put forth.
And your sardonic little argumentum ad hominem only reveals the weakness of your
position. You have nothing substantive to say, so you resort to petty ad hominem. Typical.
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Give me a reason to cry out to christ (again that is ... seeing as how I was a christian for
nearly thirty years and a former minister). Give solid evidence of the existence of your god
and how one can eliminate all the other gods as candidates for the "true god." Give
evidence of heaven ... of hell. Show evidence of answered prayer by recording an amputee
having their limb miraculously restored via prayer alone. Produce that testable, verifiable
evidence and a falsifiable hypothesis and we'll talk. Back up your statements that I'm
"betting my life." Otherwise you're just babbling and parroting the same old dogma and
shibboleths. Empty words.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 12:40am
Jason Roberts ·

Top Commenter

@Robert: Stop being a prick. You are not competent enough, nor qualified to diagnose a
person as sick, having a genetic defect, or having a "damaged childhood." You're just using
petty argumentum ad hominem because you have no ground to stand on in your
argument. That's weak.
And Robert, sex isn't only for procreation. Humans, along with dozens and dozens of other
species are known to have sex purely for pleasure. And hundreds of species have
homosexual sex. It's natural whether you like it or not. It's 100% biological with scientific
evidence to prove it. You're standing in a house of straw.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 12:47am
Jason Roberts ·

Top Commenter

@David: And finally to Mr. Lamon (boy you guys were busy while I was gone). To begin, I
don't know what your aversion is to proper terms such as fellatio and anal intercourse, but
to me they're a bit more mature than the sophomoric euphemisms you seem to enjoy.
Secondly, in case you missed it, I'm not gay, so when you use phrases such as "you
people" you're missing your audience.
But let's address your first point. Homosexuals (Lamon translation: "those people") spread
AIDS. I'm going to give you some credit and assume you realize that's a ridiculous straw
man argument. Nice try though. Heterosexual people spread AIDS too ... or did you think
straight people were immune? Hey, guess what? Christians kill people in car accidents!
They shouldn't have equal driving rights! Do yourself a favor and put a match to that straw
man ... it'll save you some embarrassment. What spreads AIDS is indiscriminate
promiscuity, regardless of whether it's Homo or Hetero. And Hetero promiscuity is far more
prevalent.
Now I really don't give a rip about "what god says" about homosexuality. A book of myths
and fairy tales written by Bronze Age sheep herders is a far cry from where we should find
insight about treatment of homosexuals. If you want to talk about "biblical morality" and
"what god thinks" about various topics, let's look at how he condoned slavery, commanded
ethnic genocide, murdered millions of people, ordered the slaughter of babies, commanded
the kidnapping and forcing into sexual slavery of young girls, accepted human sacrifice,
among many other sadistic, immoral acts. There's your "biblical morality." Hardly a source
I'd want to rely on for morals.
Oh, and if you want to give people a reason to "become christian," you should start with
providing some testable, verifiable evidence of your god's existence, legitimate
substantiation of scripture and its alleged divine origin, and a god hypothesis that is
falsifiable. Playing on people's fears (hellfire, etc) and emotions (heaven, reward, etc.) is a
huckster's bill of sale. It's preying upon the weak, and not a genuine "reason" to believe.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 1:13am
David L Lamon ·

Top Commenter

Jason your ignorance is showing up big time on your comments about God doing this and
that. You don't have a clue as to the truth about what you are saying but I pray God will
have mercy on you and reveal himself to you.
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1 · Like · Reply · Sunday at 5:58am
Michael Burnett · Castleton State College
because GOD says so!
Like · Reply · Sunday at 8:03am
George L. Baranek
Doctors and other scientist, have said many years ago keep committing sodomy and you
eventually will injury the annul area and allow feces to enter the body and you will become
HIV POSITIVE or have AIDS, and able to spread the disease's. And by the way, they have
proved the virus can be active outside the body in the right conditions for up to eighteen
hours. Just keep doing it, and you may die just like my cousin who wouldn't listen. He said
he didn't care he just loved the guy. His partner, devastated and doing it again. Look it up.
Unless you love the guy too much. Case closed!
1 · Like · Reply · Sunday at 1:01pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

Why are you bringing up Islam? That has nothing to do with this topic.
"god condoned slavery, promoted racial genocide, commanded the kidnap and rape of
young girls, demanded the murder of disobedient children, ordered the slaughter of
innocent babies, and other such sadistically immoral acts."
Like · Reply · Sunday at 1:35pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

Terry (idiot), Judaism is NOT a sect of Arabic religions, they don't even have the same
scriptures. The Koran contradicts everything in the Old Testament. It is based on the Moon
God, not Yahweh. Yahweh doesn't have three Demigod daughters.
1 · Like · Reply · Sunday at 1:41pm
Oliver Price · Watford Grammar School for Boys
And you sir, are a cunt.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 2:03pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

Elizabeth Wright (idiot), Here you are still talking about an individual act of sex and we are
talking about who is bonded to who and having sex. God says "Marriage": where a man
and a woman are bonded (they live together and have sex) is acceptable. By it's definition
two men (or two women) cannot be married. God also says homosexuality is an
ABOMINATION. So you are in REBELLION against God! What the crap part of that does
your two brain cells not get?????????
"it does not produce children...nor does oral sex, and anal sex, which many, many straight
people perform quite often."
1 · Like · Reply · Sunday at 2:07pm
Jason Roberts ·

Top Commenter

@David: lol, that's pretty funny. You're calling me ignorant, yet you have a demonstrable
ignorance of the bible. Everything I said god did is in scripture. If you are so ignorant of
your own holy book that you are unaware of this, you sir have some studying to do. Stay
tuned for references ...
@Robert: Same to you. It's not Islam kid ... it's your god in your bible. Your ignorance of
your own holy book is startling.
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Now, I don't have quite as much time to waste as you folks, so I need to be getting back to
real life. So, I'm going to give you folks a little bible lesson and I'll give you the scripture
references for every claim I made. Then, just to be thorough, I'm going to provide you with
proof that homosexuality is natural and 100% biological - 0% choice. And then I'll leave
you to do all the back patting and give each other all the reach arounds you want when I'm
gone.
God condones slavery: Exodus 21 gives rules for proper slave keeping with verse 20-21
actually giving a guide for acceptable slave beating.
God commands ethnic genocide: Honestly, this doesn't require detailed references. Just
look to any culture, such as the Amalekites, which god commanded Israel to utterly
destroy. God sanctioned ethnic genocide.
God commands infanticide: Not only could we reference the murder of all of Egypt's
firstborns, many of which were mere infants, but god directly commanded that babies be
murdered - example: I Sam 15:3
God ordered the kidnapping and forced sexual slavery of innocent young girls: Numbers
31:17-18, 32-39
God commanded murder of disobedient children: Deut 21:18-21
I could go on and on. And anyone uses that copout "that was old testament" ... remember,
god said he does not change. He is the same forever, so these vile, sadistic characteristics
revealed in the OT are still a part of your god and you worship a wicked sadist.
Now, on to the homosexuality proof.
Homosexuality is 100% biological, thus completely natural. Studies have been done which
found that when olfactory senses were presented with urine from pregnant women,
containing high amounts of pheromones that trigger primary sexual response (i.e.,
hypothalamus response) the results were that the primary sexual responses (or lack of)
were the same for heterosexual women and homosexual men, and the same for
homosexual women and heterosexual men. In similar studies involving primary sexual
responses from olfactory sense of pheromones in sweat, the primary sexual response
(hypothalamic activation) to a testosterone derivative pheromone produced the same result
in heterosexual women as in homosexual men.
Now, you see, primary sexual responses *cannot* be faked. They are biological reactions
that are natural and automatic (autonomic). These studies reveal that homosexuality is as
natural as hunger pangs - 100% biological, and not even the slightest bit by choice. So
have at it. I met the burden of proof. Homosexuality is a natural biological phenomena, and
the evidence and facts prove it. Have anything else to say?
Oh, and because I'm sure someone will say I'm making it up, I made your plate of crow
easier to eat by providing you a couple of the aforementioned studies below.
1) http://www.pnas.org/content/102/20/7356.long
2) http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2492513/?tool=pmcentrez
Like · Reply · Sunday at 2:52pm
Seajay Madden ·

Top Commenter

Jason: " in what way, a man loving another man amorously is immoral? How does it affect
the autonomy of others, and how does it negatively affect you and your well being?" For
you, it is not amoral, for many others, it is. It DOES affect the autonomy of others when
those who practice homosexuallity make every attempt to force those beliefs onto others. I
have watched many homosexuals commit lewd acts in the view of the general public;
heterosexual couples would have been put in the slammer for the same thing. What you do
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behind closed doors is your business, but when you throw your sexual acts at the public
audience, it becomes our business. People have every right to have their say when such
acts are offensively conveyed. Furthermore, if the homosexuals wish to consider
themselves a couple, fine; there are laws that allow you to designate who you wish to
share personal information with--just fill in the form and sign it. There is no need to make
other demands just because you happen to be a homosexual.
1 · Like · Reply · Sunday at 7:46pm
Seajay Madden ·

Top Commenter

If the atheist has no belief, how do they express faith? in what? You err in your thinking
when you state homosexuals are not trying to push their way of life (or belief) onto others,
because that is exactly wht the so-called rainbow coalition is doing. And by the way, do you
promote pediphilia? Would you consider this to be an amoral act?
1 · Like · Reply · Sunday at 7:59pm
Tim Prosser · Teacher at Thomson High School
Yes, its wrong, evil, a grave sin, reprehensible, and disgusting! How can putting a male
genitalia into an anus be anything but perverted, disturbing, wrong, and evil! You are a sick
individual Jason!
1 · Like · Reply · Sunday at 10:29pm
Jason Roberts ·

Top Commenter

@Tim: As a teacher, you should be ashamed of yourself for such comments. Such an
ignorance of science and natural biological functions is what is reprehensible. A teacher,
who is *supposed* to be more educated, posting such bigoted statements is what's
reprehensible. Perhaps your employer would be interested in the bigoted and hateful things
you're posting on a public forum?
I can agree with you that, to me as a heterosexual, anal intercourse is disgusting. The idea
of putting my male member in an anus is repulsive. But to those whose natural, biological
sexual orientation is homosexual, it is as desirable as heterosexual sex is to heterosexuals,
and you have no right to tell them they can't do that. You call it wrong. Based on what?
What gives you the right to judge a personal act between consenting adults as right or
wrong? Evil? You're just being redundant. A grave sin? Fallacious accusation as sin is a
religious construct meant to control behavior. Reprehensible? And just how should they be
reprehended for actions committed between consenting adults? Are you suggesting the
biblical stoning?
I'm not sick Tim. I'm a champion of freedom and personal liberty. Perhaps those aren't
your cup-o-tea.
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 1:39am
Andrew Teng · 33 years old
no, you are a champion of sodomite coddling tyranny and immorality and perversion,
nothing more.
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 9:19am
Catherine Kilgore
Progressives have been using the idea of "gay lifestyle acceptance" to help bring down the traditional
family in the US. I believe the Federal Reserve is part of the plot to bring down the United States and
its traditional beliefs. They are pushing the envelope and seeing how far we will take it. I'm glad that
so many people complained about the flag.
8 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 10:26am
John Richard Cunliffe
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More people will support it in the name of equality then bigots will oppose it in the name of
diversity.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 2:59pm
Robert Morgan · Works at University of Missouri-St. Louis
true equality would also involve the gay community completely accepting and encouraging
the straight and/or family-oriented community.EQUALITY CANNOT ONLY GO ONE WAY.
Take the French example: France has civil-unions for homosexuals. 70% of said unions are
granted TO STRAIGHT COUPLES who want the benefits of marriage without the legal
entanglements. And I support that idea: for true equality, you'd have to grant the same
civil-unions to gays and straights alike....otherwise you just have another institution of
discrimination. No one group is "more equal" than another, and the entire forced-equality
paradigm we've been pushing is mainly why.
Legislated equality ALWAYS results in forced inequality
Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:00pm
Catherine Kilgore
I wasn't talking about whether gays should be able to marry or not. I was talking about the
Progressives and the Federal Reserve using the issue to bring down the traditional family
unit.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:11pm
Robert Morgan · Works at University of Missouri-St. Louis
And correct you were, Kate. I was simply responding to John Cunliffe with the hope that he
would see that forcing equality and diversity to prevent bigotry is in fact bigotry itself.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:38pm
Elizabeth Wright ·

Top Commenter · San Jose, California

Catherine, The real people bringing down the the "traditional family unit" are the people
commiting adultery and getting divorced. With a 50% divorce rate, including conservatives
and progressives, you only need to look at the people all around you.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 12:37am
Catherine Kilgore
Elizabeth, that may be partly true, but just look at how the government props up programs
to promote abortions, promiscuity, alternative lifestyles (and I'm not only talking about
homosexual lifestyles), etc. They don't try to prop up the "traditional family", now do they?
Why don't they have programs to help people learn how to BE a family? Huh? Do you ever
see that? Do you see programs to help teenagers learn to be responsible with their choices
in having sex?? They give out condoms and tell them to have sex responsibly by using
condoms. Do they promote abstinence? I'd wager not that often. Just think about it.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 1:11pm
George Lanning ·

Top Commenter · Niles McKinley

Well now, Obama has made another declaration. This anti-American person who occupies the White
House does not embrace nor reflect American values at any level. So, who is this guy? He certainly
does not speak for the American people. After he and his administration are removed from office in
2012, he should reside in a country that practices his ideology where all his and his father's dreams
can come true.
7 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 8:05am
Bruce Blake ·
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Gallup poll, 6-2-11. 53% approve of the president, 39% disapprove. Looks like he DOES
speak for a lot of people.
2 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 9:28am
maya778899 (signed in using Yahoo)
besides which, recent polls show consistently that a majority of the country at large now
supports gay marriage.. so what do these homophobes, who believe the will of the majority
should always prevail, say now?? (I guess they believe in the "will of the majority" as long
as the majority thinks like them....;-)
2 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 9:43am
Richard L. Whitford ·

Top Commenter

being popular can have its drawbacks........
~ Lu 6:26 Woe unto you, when all men shall speak well of you! for so did their fathers to
the false prophets.~
Better not look at the popularity but at the intent.
5 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 10:16am
View 5 more
Larry Lane ·

Top Commenter · Stroud, Oklahoma

Homophobia is the last bastion of bigots. They are on the losing side of history, and they are lashing
out because they feel threatened that their place of privilege within our hetero sexist society is in
danger. I agree with everything you said about the federal Reserve except the part on gay Americans.
The Federal Reserve is not part of the government. They are supporting their many gay employees.
This is not about you. This is a Republic-not a Democracy. We have a Constitution and individual
rights. It's not all about "majority rule" in the USA.
7 · Unlike · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 12:09am
Israel Talavera
Homosexuality is SIN! Love the homsexual, HATE the SIN!
15 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 12:58am
priest_steven (signed in using Yahoo)
"Homophobia" is a leftist construct.
5 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:21am
Morris G. Monkus · Pastor at Rehoboth Baptist Church
Anti homophobia is a sickness that is curable. Homophobia is a buzz word to intimidate
people into not taking a stand against perversion.
10 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 5:31am
View 9 more
Ron Watkins · Walker Tech
God is not going to have to apologise to Sodom And Gomorrah at the judgement for destroying them
because somehow He got it wrong way back then and now it is suddenly alright? Mal.3:6, I am The
Lord, I Change Not, There just kidding themselves!
7 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 6:55am
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Ron Watkins · Walker Tech
What are you talking about?
Like · Reply · Saturday at 12:05pm
John Richard Cunliffe
God? he is a fraud, invented by men on a power trip to control the superstitious feeble
masses....to conquer, pillage rape and murder all in the name of "a" god...Read your own
so called holy book with an open mind and you will find I am right.
2 · Unlike · Reply · Saturday at 2:57pm
lion14484 (signed in using Yahoo)
The Bible is actually much more descriptive than we're giving it credit for.
Technically, the crime of Sodom was going after strange (heteros) flesh, that of a different
order -- the angels, which came to warn Lot.
But, the story is still especially condemning, since the homosexual citizens were typecast
as aggressive rapists.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:04pm
Brian Warner · Driver at Drive amish/mennonite folks
My friend you keep that attitude up and you'll be facing the wrath of God but shortly...
Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:08pm
Ron Watkins · Walker Tech
I will assume that you are an athiest and therefore will not respond to your negetive
post,All I can say to you is You had better be sure of your convictions because Jesus Christ
will return soon to reward everyone according to their works!
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:18pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

John,"conquer, pillage rape and murder" All condemned in the Bible. Stop spreading lies.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:46pm
Sheila Demus ·

Top Commenter · Rock Valley College

O.K. John I see you are holding unto a cat. I have a cat story for you! One day my young
son came up to me and told me there was a kitten on our front door step and it was crying.
He wanted me to let it inside the house. Finally I agreed and he let it in. Well, this kitten
was no kitten. It was a full grown cat. But it was injured. Its jaw was hanging. I did not
have much money at the time and I was facing foreclosure. All I could think of is how was I
going to pay to get this cat fixed. So, since I believe in God and I know he helps me, my
son and I immediately held hands and prayed over the cat. I took the cat to the animal
hospital to have surgery. The vet met with me and my son when we were there to pick up
the cat early that evening. They close at 6:00 p.m. Anyways, he brings the cat out. I will
never forget it. It was so beautiful. They had bathed it and is was a pure white cat. He
explained to me that its jaw had been broken and probably for at least three weeks
because it had started to heal itself. Then he went on to say that he had something else to
tell me. I said whats that? He told me that the cat had died during surgery. I was like
what? He then went on to say Sheila I'm telling you your cat died today! It died! We have
never seen anything like this before, ever. The cat was dead. I then asked him how long it
was dead. He said long enough to turn blue and completely cold. He said this was a story
to tell. See, the hospital was joining me in being a good samaritan to this cat because they
knew it was a stray and they agreed to do the surgery real cheap. I believe in God and
remember my son and I had originally prayed over the cat. God did have purpose for that
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cat, though. Besides, teaching me and the hospital that we are to care for the helpless
animals. My daughter had been lieing to me about what she was doing in the house while I
would be at work. To make a long story short the cat had scratched the carpeting in her
bedroom so I had decided to change it to a wood floor. When I went to move her dresser I
pulled out a drawer. Under the drawer were all kinds of emails she had printed up and
saved from a boyfriend that confirmed my suspicions that she was not being honest with
me. At the time she was living with her father in another state. Two weeks later her father
and her came and took her bedroom furniture. Had that cat not scratched that carpeting I
would have never known the truth. I had been praying for the truth of the situation! No,
God is not believe! He is real and when you ask him for help he intervenes with his power.
Everything done in darkness is seen by God. He lets us get away with it for a little whiile
then he lets us get caught. If we would of listened to him telling us not to tell a lie in the
first place then we would not of gotten ourselves into a great big mess than have to face
the consequences for wrong doing. You can call Hillcrest Animal Hospital in Rockford,
Illinois to confirm my story. I do not know if the vet at the time still works there. He
probably does. This happened back in 2006.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:40pm
Sheila Demus ·

Top Commenter · Rock Valley College

Oh, and I forgot to add that a week after I brought the cat home it had developed diareah
from the antibiotic I was suppose to give it. So, I called the hospital to ask them if they
could change the prescription. The girl that answered the phone was having a hard time
finding the chart. I told her the white stray cat with the broken jaw that had surgery.She
then asked me where was the cat now? I thought that was a strange question to ask but I
answered her anyways and said the cat is at home and I am at work. She then responded
by asking, "You mean the cat is alive? I said, Oh, yes! The cat came back to life! I told her
my son and I had prayed over the cat. She then went on to tell me that she had seen the
cat herself and it was dead.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 5:00pm
Sylvia Carter · Victoria University of Wellington
Ezekiel 16 49 Now this is the sin of your sister Sodom She and her daughters were
arrogent overfed and unconcerned They did not help the poor and needy
Like · Reply · Saturday at 8:20pm
David Craig
@ John Richard Cunliffe Have you even read the Holy Bible?If yes then by tour own words
you condemn yourself and on judgement day you will stand before God Almighty and will
not be able to say anything when He says you are condemned.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 11:17am
Bruce Sims
Here IS a question that you may ask yourself to prove whether Homosexuality is right or wrong, that
is IF you won't believe God's word! Take one island and fill it w/50 male homo pairs and then another
w/50 female lesbina and the other w/50 man/female pairs. Leave for 100 years and which one would
proper and be there at the end of that 100 years? You get one guess? Homos don't produce they
recruit! Don't be stupid!
6 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 11:38am
Shon Harris · Salt Lake City, Utah
I don't know what is worse, the abortion of the English language laid out within that letter, from
supposedly an elected official. Or the fact he believes that his "6,000" years of western belief" is
superior so everyone should be forced to abide by it.
I know this might come as a surprise: But The Entire Population of the United States - well wait, the
world, is not, and does not subscribe to your brand of religious foolishness.
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From the content of this letter, it sounds like this gentleman from Virginia has an unnatural obsession
with that people do, with the free choice as laid out in the Constitution of the United States of
America. That every one has the right to, life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. Or, did I by chance
miss the part about how it only applies to people who are heterosexual.
The fact that WND, and it's readers, would best be served somewhere other than a country where
people are treated equally, then they would not have to feign outrage because a majority of people in
the country do not agree with their whacked out views.
5 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 1:34am
Andrew Teng · 33 years old
it is your sodomite coddling foolishness that people don't subscribe to.
7 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:37am
Morris G. Monkus · Pastor at Rehoboth Baptist Church
Only a very small part of the population is homosexual - have you ever heard of majority
rule?
6 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 5:33am
Terry W. Lake · Danville, Illinois
And of course you have never heard of minority protections.
2 · Unlike · Reply · Saturday at 7:36am
Dave Sawyer · Lansdowne Aldan High School
UNLESS You need our current Community Organizer Dictator to insure your Minority Rule
over the Majority! Minority Protection, My Ass?!!
Like · Reply · Saturday at 8:30am
Jason Roberts ·

Top Commenter

@Morris - I sure have. And do you realize that is a form of tyranny that our government
was set up to be safeguarded AGAINST? That's why we're a representative republic and
NOT a "mob rule" democracy. "Democracy is two wolves and a lamb voting on what to have
for lunch. Liberty is a well-armed lamb contesting the vote!" -- Benjamin Franklin
3 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 9:45am
Robert Clark · Owner/llc at Clark IT Consulting
Are u like the national spokesman for fags ? I mean, what rights ? If I recall your battle is
only starting and the fed just recently gave same sex couple some rights ... you folks have
a long way to go. as for me, I advocate stoning.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 11:36am
Jason Roberts ·

Top Commenter

@Robert - At least you're getting the word out far and wide, that your business, Clark IT
Consulting, sponsors the brutal, inhumane practice of stoning innocent people. Good news
is, you should get a SURGE of business from Muslim terrorists - your religious kinsmen.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 11:41am
John Richard Cunliffe
We are a constitutional republic and NOT a majority (religious mob) rule democracy....you
need to learn the difference
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Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:03pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

Terry, There should be no "protections" for deviant behavior. homosexuality is damaging to
society. Put this "minority" in colonies where they can't infect or poison others to join them.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:55pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

I will even go one better. We conservatives and Christians know homosexuality is a result
of poor upbringing, you liberals believe homosexuals are born that way, genetic. So I will
change sides and agree with you on that: homosexuality is genetic and they are born that
way......STERILIZE them so they can't pass the defective gene on.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:59pm
Elizabeth Wright ·

Top Commenter · San Jose, California

@Weineke.....Ok, Hitler! Then using your sick logic, you might as well sterilize those with
birth defects, and adulterers, because we don't want to pass on those genes, either! You
can have your religion, but it doesn't hide or justify what a horrible person you are.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:20pm
Billy Collins
@Jason Roberts
Loins are cannibals should we make cannibalism legal?
Or are you a bigot?
Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:55pm
Terry W. Lake · Danville, Illinois
Robert, are you truly that ignorant, I have no children, my gene has not been passed on,
but I received it from moral Christians unlike yourself, we need to find the gene for
ignorant bigotry and figure out how to do away with that. Most gays do not propagate,
where on earth do you get your information from. If you like stoning there are many many
countries that still condone this medieval behavior and you could go there and be so very
happy I am sure. But be careful to not divorce, have an affair, have an unmarried daughter
that is not a virgin because then the stones will fall upon you. And keep in mind this is not
a place where you get to go to court, if some one says it is true then it is. More men,
women and children have died in the name of some ones god then all other causes on this
earth, Hitler slaughtered millions, Christian Crusaders Slaughtered millions, and so forth
and so on. And you think a man loving a man is damaging to society? Talk to Marry Griffith
about her son Bobby if you want to know about bringing up your children right and having
one of them be gay. Watch Prayers for Bobby. or are you a closet gay and afraid of the
truths that be told.
2 · Unlike · Reply · Saturday at 7:49pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

Elizabeth Wright (idiot), children with birth defects did no wrong. You are really sick and
should be removed from society by what ever means is necessary to stop you form
poisoning peoples minds.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 2:12pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

Elizabeth Wright (idiot), Adulterers have made a choice to do something wrong, it's not
genetic. You should consider suicide, it would be a benefit to the world.
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Like · Reply · Sunday at 2:14pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

Terry (idiot), How stupid can you be. I was being sarcastic in the idea of homosexuality
being genetic. Homosexuality is NOT genetic, it is the result of a childhood with a single
parent Mother and no Father figure or having a poor relationship with the Father. If you
idiots want to insist homosexuals are born that way and it is genetic, we can solve the
problem (and yes you are a problem) by sterilizing you so you can't pass your defective
genes on. And the Christian Crusaders didn't slaughter millions, they attacked Muslims
invading Christian nations. Educate yourself on history before you attempt to carry on a
conversation with me.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 2:24pm
Shon Harris · Salt Lake City, Utah
@Robert:
First. Calling People Idiots when responding does not strengthen your case, it makes
people think you lack the ability to have an argument.
Second: Homosexuality is not as a result of a single parent and no father figure, this is
quite possibly the most ill founded argument i have ever seen, if this was true, there would
be a surge in gay children because In 2009, there were 19.6 million U.S. children residing
in female-headed families.
Third: You are wrong on the Crusades, while the Roman Catholic church did attack
Muslims, they also knew no bounds when it came to attacking in the name of their religion
(Roman Catholic) including the Greek orthodox church, and the first crusade was against
the Jews in Europe.
Studies have proven that there are genetic precursors in regards to one's sexuality. But I
am sure you sir are able to use your superior intellect to find this research and understand
it.
1 · Unlike · Reply · Sunday at 2:44pm
David Baklund · North Central University
Gotta love the spastic theology of Terry trying to equate Old Testament Jews to New Testament
Gentiles, who were never commanded to try to be Jews under the Mosaic laws specifically given the
Jews. "Judge not lest you be judged" is only half the sentence, and it wasn't referring not judging at
all because Jesus also told His followers to "judge with righteous judgment" [John 7:24]. Jesus was
addressing "what measure you use will be used against you"...it was about condemning people
without mercy & grace, about ultimately leaving forgiveness & chance to change out of the picture.
Homosexuality is never "pardoned" as not sinful, but with any sin here and now, God offers a chance
to repent, a time of grace before His judgment falls. Us Christians should never condemn without
giving mercy & grace it's due because God wishes none should perish but all repent...and at the same
time give no place to evil in society because we are called to be salt & light.
5 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 9:05am
John Richard Cunliffe
Jesus is (was) a fraud invented by men on a power trip to control the superstitious feeble
minded masses.
1 · Unlike · Reply · Saturday at 3:08pm
Lou Tompkins · San Diego, California
You have no ideal what Jesus means to Christians. Your hatred towards God is obvious.
Why do you hate God?
Like · Reply · Saturday at 11:26pm
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Eric-Gunther Oberhauser
He is most likely an anti-Christ jew.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 8:24pm
Phyllis Burgess · Long Beach City College
Unfortunately, with the homosexual community, they quickly become totalitarian.
They have boycotted anyone here in Palm Springs with a different opinion. Take for instance, when I
marched with my cross for staight marriage..and they descended the steps of city hall to attack me.
Why..even the Chief of Police was afraid to really back me up. I prayed for justice. Well eventually,
because this Chief did not protect me...the homosexual crowd turned on him in another matter...he
lied...and had to leave or possibly be prosecuted. Prayer does work..when we take the cause to God.
We do need to takeour 3 minutes at each city council and Human Rights movement. Seniors have
great chance to speak up..because we have no job we can be fired from....we just need to get fired
up. I do believe in equal rights for ss patners...just don't call it MARRIAGE. Hurray for Ron Paul and
others making the way...on the large scale.
5 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 9:39am
Mike Hampton ·

Top Commenter · Denison University

"I believe that the tendency to classify all persons who oppose [this type of] marriage as 'prejudice' is
in itself a prejudice".
allowing this type of marriage "necessarily involves [the] degradation of conventional marriage" an
institution that "deserves admiration rather than execration".
"when people (like this) marry they cannot possibly have any progeny and such a fact sufficiently
justifies those laws which forbid their marriages".
such unions are "not only unnatural, but... always productive of deplorable results... They are
productive of evil, and evil only, without any corresponding good... (in accordance with) the God of
nature."
Laws banning this type of marriage are necessary to prevent "traditional marriage from being
contaminated by the recognition of relationships that are physically and mentally inferior".
All arguments made in to justify laws banning interracial marriage between 1823 and 1964. Eerily
similar to what's being said today to deny homosexuals the institution of marriage.
How does today's society look back at the people who held these views back then?
4 · Unlike · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 12:03pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

Mike, it is NOT marriage. The relationship concept represented by the word Marriage
originated in the Bible, the same Bible that Condemns homosexuality.
2 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:06pm
Mike Hampton ·

Top Commenter · Denison University

LolZ, the concept of marriage was not invented by Christians or Jews and did not originate
with biblical culture. Sure the religious rites that we associate with marriage are biblical but
the idea of two people committing themselves to one another in a monogamous, long term
relationship both predates the bible and existed in cultures that were not exposed to
biblical teachings for centuries.
All of that is beside the point. I am talking about the civil institution of marriage, marriage
in regards to the legal rights and protections that are associated with it. I could care less
whether any individual church, chapel or cathedral is willing to perform the ceremony. If
the State is going to recognize marriage as a legal contract and that contract is going to
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impart rights onto couples then any two consenting adults who want to enter into that
contract need to be able to do so.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 8:07pm
William Wheaton · North Central College
The Federal Reserve Bank is the traitor of this Nation. Why it flies the rainbow flag below ours. Did
Obama suggest it? I lot of stuff Obama deceives American People, just to make us angry.
4 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 8:58am
John Richard Cunliffe
Because they are a PRIVATE corporation and as such have every right to do so....
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:04pm
James D Vaughn · Memphis state u
Obama probably did suggest it or approved it-Sticking his nose in your face!!!
Like · Reply · Saturday at 5:05pm
Joyce Childers Wallace · Greeneville, Tennessee
We need a "One Man, One Woman" flag, with them holding hands, but the arms connecting them
should be formed from the word MARRIAGE. Then we need to demand that the bank fly that flag.
4 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 9:18am
David Shaw
Thank you, Richmond Fed, for supporting pride and diversity, despite some of the sick/narrow/bigoted
comments on this thread.
4 · Unlike · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 4:38am
Morris G. Monkus · Pastor at Rehoboth Baptist Church
Talk about sick - you are free to practice your perversion all you want - but don't think you
are going to push it off on us.
4 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 5:36am
Terry W. Lake · Danville, Illinois
And you are free to practice your perversions as well, we all know too well that the
churches and predatory pedophiles is one of the largest places of occurrence outside of the
family.
2 · Unlike · Reply · Saturday at 7:32am
Bryan Taylor · Fuels Forester (GIS Specialist) at Yakama Nation
Terry, you're a first class idiot. It's people like you who want to be protected in your open,
"in your face", sexual deviance. What you really don't like is any religion that has a moral
standard that disagrees with your own self-created moral standards, or lack thereof. While
you scream tolerance and acceptance, you constantly bellow that Christianity is
unacceptable, at least the kind that doesn't embrace your lifestyle and beliefs. So, instead
of tolerate my Christian beliefs that happen to be different from your personal beliefs, you
demand that my religion change and that I accept your behavior and lifestyle choices.
Do you see a double standard here? I sure you. The guy who demands tolerance is actually
the guy that is most intolerant. Terry if you want to act gay and be gay, then please do it
on your own time, with your own money, with your own sexually deviant friends, in your
own home. Quit demanding tax money, legal protection for public displays of filth, and
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educational reforms that target grade-school aged children with your sexual lifestyle choice
propaganda. Let me raise my kids the way I see fit, while you and your gay partner
become the last of your generation....hard to pro-create a new generation when you've got
it all wrong isn't it?? I guess that's why you target other peoples kids.
And please remember, that once you get the gay lifestyle pushed into acceptance, that
there's another guy waiting in the wings to push for sex with children, and then another
guy out there that will want to have public sex acts with animals legalized and protected.
Where will it end Terry?? Is it anything goes?? Where do you draw the line in the sand??
With kids? Animals? Where Terry? Oh yeah, that's right, you can't reply because then you
would be guilty of having a moral standard and someone might find it intolerable....
8 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 10:01am
Eber 3 ·

Top Commenter (signed in using Hotmail)

Well Terry, nine out of ten child molesters are gay. So I guess you'd know.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 10:14am
Mike Hampton ·

Top Commenter · Denison University

@ Bryan- there is a very clear line drawn at consent. A child cannot consent, an animal
cannot consent, an adult can.
Nobody is saying that Christians or Christianity is "unacceptable" what people are saying is
that there is a population of Christians who are intolerant. I happily accept your
interpretation of your faith and it's doctrine. I will fight for your right to believe any and
everything you want to believe, if you believe that homosexuality is a sin, is morally
reprehensible, is unnatural, or whatever else go right on ahead believing that as it in no
way, shape or form impacts me or my LGBT friends and family.
On the other hand, laws that make homosexuality a crime or prohibit two adults from
entering into a contractual relationship that allows them to legally share property and
protects the rights of one partner should the other fall ill or die does have a direct impact
on the lives and livelihoods of people.
The whole idea of a gay "agenda" being "shoved down the throats" of people is laughable
(also a hilarious choice of sexually charged imagery). Gay people aren't trying to get any
special treatment, they simply want access to the same rights and institutions that you and
I do. The way you interpret your religion tells you that it's wrong. I get that. But the law of
the land is not your Bible.
2 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 11:21am
Robert Clark · Owner/llc at Clark IT Consulting
wonderful and great reply. Indeed, where will it end... animals and boy man love
associations... totally disgusting perverts out there .... same sex crud. cant stand it.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 11:38am
Jason Roberts ·

Top Commenter

@Bryan: Let's not make claims we can't back up now. You claim homosexuality is "sexual
deviance." Exactly what evidence and reasoning do you have to say that a biologically
natural phenomena is deviant? Homosexuality is natural and normal, and occurs in
hundreds of species besides humans. Do you also find certain natural biological attributes,
such as skin color, to be deviant as well? And I'll bet Terry's morals are far more moral than
your religious "morals." After all, you follow a god who condoned slavery, slaughtered
millions of people, commanded the kidnapping and sexual slavery of young girls, ordered
the murder of disobedient children, commanded racial genocide, ordered the slaughter of
babies, and other numerous sadistic and immoral actions according to the bible. Gee I
wonder who has the higher moral ground here? The one who follows and worships a wicked
sadist, or a gay person who merely wants to have equal rights and be treated equally
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amongst his countrymen? No one is demanding that your religion change. You're
demanding that others validate your religion by conforming to its irrational dogmas, and
they merely want equal rights and freedom FROM your oppressive religion. And your
panicky, hyperbolic "where do we draw the line?" argument is a strawman. As mentioned
above, 'consent' is the key word. Your whole argument is just silly, unsubstantiated ranting.
2 · Unlike · Reply · Saturday at 12:27pm
John Richard Cunliffe
The only perverse and sick people on here that try to push they're agenda are the religious
superstitious sheep that try to push they're believes and fairy tales on the rest of the
world.
2 · Unlike · Reply · Saturday at 3:06pm
Eber 3 ·

Top Commenter (signed in using Hotmail)

@Mike "Gay people aren't trying to get any special treatment, they simply want access to
the same rights and institutions that you and I do."
Can you name me just ONE right gays don't have "that you and I do"?
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:29pm
Eber 3 ·

Top Commenter (signed in using Hotmail)

@ Jason The Bible never condones slavery. It does lay out how to properly treat slaves, the
important thing to note here is that slavery at that time wasn't like the slavery of colonial
America. Slavery at that time wasn't based on race, skin color, etc. It was based on debt. A
lot of slaves sold themselves into slavery to pay off debts they couldn't pay, including even
doctors and other skilled laborers. Others were forced into slavery when they failed or
refused to pay their debts. In fact those "slaves" where much more like the people today
who get their checks garnished for outstanding debt than they were to the slaves you're
thinking of.
The Lord never commanded the kidnapping or rape of young girls. You're most likely
talking about Judges 21:10-24, which tells the story of what a group of people did. God
never told them to do it, the Bible never says he condoned it, it simply tells the story of
what they did. There are lots of stories recanted in the Bible that are not condoned acts by
God, but merely recounts of what happened.
As far as the "murder of disobedient children"As I've said before, this was old testament
and no longer applies post Jesus. In other words it doesn't apply to Christians. Just like "An
eye for an eye" was replaced by "turn the other cheek" Jesus did away with stoning with
the ""He that is without sin among you, let him first cast a stone.." It simply doesn't apply
to Christians at all. Even to the Jews it did/does apply too, it was meant only as a last
resort to deal with truly evil acts.
God has ordered the deaths of many, including children. There have been times were he
has declared whole groups of people evil and beyond redemption, including their children.
All of the inhabitants of Sodom and Gomorrah were wiped out including the babies. (With
the exception of Lots family) I can understand that it seems unfair that God would punish
child for the sins of their parents, but he does and has ever since the first sin in the Garden
of Eden. But then he also changed all that when he sent his own son, Jesus, to die for our
sins and make it possible for all of us to enter heaven regardless. All we have to do is truly
repent and accept Christ as our savior.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:02pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

Terry, that is restricted to the Catholic church due to the result of their establishing the
non-Biblical rule of Priests having to be celibate. Don't show us your ignorance by covering
all churches with that statement.
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Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:04pm
Robert Morgan · Works at University of Missouri-St. Louis
If they are supporting pride and diversity and EQUALITY....then where is the (no surprise
non-existent) Hetro-Pride flag?
Promoting one cause over another is the the definition of inequality, guys. How can people
that are as smart as I know you are not see that?
Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:07pm
Robin Scott ·

Top Commenter

Mr. Lake, it was the homosexuals who have all but destroyed the Catholic church with their
hiding behind the cloth doing their evil deeds. And it's also a known fact that homosexuals
took over the American Psychological Association and deem their lifestyle normal and
acceptable. It's all nothing more than a loud-mouthed ruse and one people of this Christian
nation are getting pretty tired of hearing.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:22pm
Billy Collins
Loins are cannibals should we make cannibalism legal?
Or are you all bigots?
Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:59pm
Billy Collins
The anus/rectum is not a sexual/reproductive organ, how much more evidence do you
need fudge packer?
Like · Reply · Saturday at 5:01pm
Mike Hampton ·

Top Commenter · Denison University

@ Eber- Well, there is the right to marry the person of their choice which means they do
not have the right to; joint parenting, joint adoption, joint foster care, next-of-kin status
with regards to hospital visitation, joint insurance policies, immigration and residency for
partners from abroad, joint leases, inheritance of jointly owned property, benefits such as;
annuities, pension plans, social security and medicare, spousal exemptions on property
taxes upon death, joint filing of customs claims during international travel, wrongful death
benefits, bereavement/sick leave, decision making power during end of life or burial
planning, crime victims recovery benefits, loss of consortium tort benefits, domestic
violence protection orders, judicial protections and evidentiary immunity...
Should I continue?
2 · Unlike · Reply · Saturday at 8:19pm
Terry W. Lake · Danville, Illinois
It takes one to know one you first class idiot. It amazes me that Christians result to such
name calling. Well not really, after all the church is becoming nothing more than hate the
minorities these days. I tolerate your Christian beliefs as I have heard them scream from
the pulpits across the air waves about how immoral I am, and that I should be stoned to
death or whatever, and you think that is tolerance. There are churches all over the country
so I cannot understand what it is that you think I do, I have one partner, I do not find
anything sexually intriguing about children at all. However I find it amazing that you would
think that gay men are pedophiles, you see I like men not little boys or little girls, grown
adult men...period. And I think that it is very wrong that any adult male or female preys on
an innocent child for sex. And some how it is amazing that you think we demand tax
money, MMM gay people are single, because we cannot marry, we usually do not have kids,
so we do not qualify for tax breaks generally of any sort and we pay thru the teeth for your
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children to go to school. And you know what, I am happy to do that. But I just do not want
you to be allowed to use my tax dollars to teach your children to hate me. That is what
your church is obviously for, and you are free to do that there. I do not want you to take
more money from me then others and then treat me like a second class citizen. I do not
know anyone that has sex with animals, but I am sure that you are right on top of that and
hunting them down. And if you think I do not have any moral standards I guarantee you
mine are on a plane that yours will never be able to rise up to. My GOD is a loving GOD,
but yours seems to be filled with hate and deception. I was taught to love not to hate, I
was taught to tolerate not to discriminate, I was taught how to be generous and giving and
caring for all not just those exactly like me. But just go ahead and stick your head in that
old testament and live by it all you want but meanwhile I will be living my life.
2 · Unlike · Reply · Saturday at 8:38pm
Eber 3 ·

Top Commenter (signed in using Hotmail)

@Mike Gays do have the right to marry the person of their choice, to the same extent I do.
They can marry whoever they want as long as they aren't relatives, underage, not mentally
competent, or the same sex, etc ... the exact same rights I have.
Most of the other things you mention aren't actually rights,for example Social Security.
That's not a right. Not everyone qualifies even if they are straight and paid into their whole
life.
Also a lot of the things you mention like... joint leases, inheritance of jointly owned
property, decision making power during end of life or burial planning, etc can be achieved
via signing other legal documents rather than a marriage certificate.
And basically everything you mention... they do have equal opportunity too, whether the
items are rights or not. As long as they are married to a qualifying spouse, they have those
same options. And they have the EXACT SAME OPTIONS on who they can marry as I do.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 10:16pm
Mike Hampton ·

Top Commenter · Denison University

@ Eber, no they don't. Where as you have the chance to marry an individual that you are in
love with and want to commit to spending the rest of your life with homosexuals do not.
The "they can do the exact same thing that I can do" argument is bull. It's a false choice.
As you say many (but not nearly all) of the things on that list can be achieved via other
contracts, why not simplify things and give LGBT folks access to the one contract that
secures them all?
Like · Reply · 13 hours ago
Lydia Charo
I'm not going to sugar-coat it. I don't know about what you know. But the gay agenda is obviously to
"convert" straight men and women and children. Which means that guess what? They are lying (which
doesn't surprise me considering the immense immorality they have) THEY DID MAKE A CHOICE TO
BECOME HOMOSEXUALS. THEY WERE NOT BORN THIS WAY. THEIR PROPOGANDA TOOLS ARE LIES.
BUT THEIR EFFORTS TO CHANGE US STRAIGHT FOLKS INTO SEXUALLY IMMORAL PERVERTS i.e.
GAYS. ISN'T EVER GOING TO WORK. AND saying that anyone... ANYONE who opposes homosexuality
is a bigot and full of hatred. Is a straight up propaganda tool and you're nothing but a puppet for the
gay leading authority. You want to know how I know that? Every post on this thread all posted by
different people, defending homosexual behavior and immorality... IS EXACTLY THE SAME. YELLING
"HATE HATE HATE!" like an annoying blaring repetitive siren! WHEN IT ISN'T TRUE. WHEN ALL WE
WANT, AS FAR AS TRUE AND REAL CHRISTIANS ARE CONCERNED, IS TO DETER YOU confessing
HOMOSEXUALS FROM GOING TO HELL. TO LOVE YOU AND NOT JUDGE YOU. YOU MUST TRULY BE OF
A REPROBATE MIND IF YOU BELIEVE THAT ACCUSING US THAT MORALLY OPPOSE HOMOSEXUALITY,
OF HATE WILL SOMEHOW DETER US OF KEEPING OUR CHILDREN SAFE FROM BEING INFLUENCED BY
THE HOMOSEXUAL AND DEVIANT BEHAVIOR OF THOSE WHO propagate the homosexual agenda. AND
JUST TRY TO STOP US FROM PROTECTING THE INTEGRITY OF AMERICAN VALUES AND FAMILY
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VALUES, FROM gays who only seek to destroy the family model, and stop the natural pair of man and
woman, to change it to the unnatural man and man or woman and woman! AND WHEN YOUR MORALS
ARE AS TWISTED AND SICK THAT YOU CONFUSE GOOD WITH EVIL. THERE IS A PROBLEM! A
SERIOUS PROBLEM! YA'LL ARE SICK IN THE HEAD. AND IF ANYONE GETS MAD I COULDN'T CARE
LESS! BECAUSE I TOLD THE TRUTH! OH AND THERE's A WAY OUT OF THE HOMOSEXUAL BONDAGE
HELD BY THE DEVIL. Accept Jesus and then Accept God. HE WILL GET RID OF ANY SIN YOU ARE
HELD IN BY. YOU WILL BE FREE! YOU WILL BE FORGIVEN IF YOU ASK THE LORD JESUS FOR
FORGIVENESS. TEMPTATION WILL ARISE EVENTUALLY AND ITS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO NEVER GO
BACK OR LOOK BACK. OH AND GUESS WHAT PROPAGANDA PUPPETS? YOU JUST ALLOWED ME A
CHANCE TO STAND TO GLORIFY MY LORD JESUS. FREE PUBLICITY FOR GOD. I DIDN'T HAVE TO BUY
AN ADVERTISEMENT SPOT ON THIS ARTICLE. SO THANKS. I'M LEAVING NOW AND I WON'T HAVE
TIME TO RESPOND TO COMMENTERS ON MY COMMENT MADE POSSIBLE BY FREE SPEECH.
3 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 11:57am
John Richard Cunliffe
Go and buy a pound of brain, yours is obviously AWOL, run away because he could not
stand the religious brainwashing.
1 · Unlike · Reply · Saturday at 3:01pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

You're so hot for lifestyles that destroy the "Family", is that cat in your picture your
"partner"?
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:52pm
Terry W. Lake · Danville, Illinois
My lifestyle does not destroy families, has nothing to do with families, I have done more to
keep young married couples together then you could imagine, I have helped as many
young people raising children as I possibly could in my life, I am uncle/great uncle to over
50 now, I have helped countless ones in my family and countless ones otherwise, so far we
have no gay ones other then me and one of my first cousins is a lesbian, Some of the next
generation might be but they are too young to tell or be concerned with it yet, it is your
christian hatreds that have ruined the Church by picking out one sin and preaching and
teaching and yelling it from the pulpits that have driven the current generation away from
the church which is truly sad, you will argue for days about gays rather then spend time
teaching the kids how to love one another. The church has become a festering ground of
hate and bigotry and wants to blame the entire worlds problems on a few percent of the
population. Gays are not the cause of the the decline of the traditional family in this
country, it lay entirely on the church itself. But hate if you must. I am sure it helps you to
feel superior to us immoral gays. I am sure you are righteous and perfect and flawless, I
am sure you are as near to a god as a man can get.
3 · Unlike · Reply · Saturday at 8:02pm
Sylvia Carter · Victoria University of Wellington
AMEN as to what is going wrong ih the church today, you have hit the nail on the head
Like · Reply · Saturday at 8:40pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

Terry (idiot), And how many will you have poisoned into going into your destructive sin by
being allowed to be around them? "Some of the next generation might be but they are too
young to tell".
We haven't "picked out one sin". I battle you evil people on many issues: abortion,
adultery, coveting (wealth redistribution), fornication, etc. This just happens to be the Sin
you promote so it is the only one you get attacked for. That is why you have this
misconception. Gays are not just a threat to heterosexuality and marriage, it spread AIDS
and other filthy diseases because it is NOT monogamous.
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Like · Reply · Sunday at 2:35pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

Terry (idiot) Why is homosexuality a threat to marriage and contributing to it's decline? It
offers an alternative to the only option God established and approves of.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 2:37pm
Michael Foster ·

Top Commenter · Scottsdale, Arizona

Unbelievable, simple insanity at all levels of government from the President on down. Who are these
people, why do they continue to receive SPECIAL TREATMENT? What does sexual orientation have to
do with banking, a holiday or a certain month of the year. We have to end this crap. Where and when
is it going to end. Why don't we have a special month for heterosexuals. I'm sick and tired of our
nation/cultural making an issue over these damn homosexuals who choose to be gay and demand to
be treated special or unique. Damn it, they are hardly 2-3 percent of the population. Enough is
enough. Be gay, just stop putting/forcing it in my face ever day you have a chance to. If you don't
have anything more important to do with your life than to make an issue out of your stupidity to be
gay then perhaps you're really not any where as important or meaningful as you assume and claim.
3 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 10:48am
Robert DeBeaux ·

Top Commenter · Fort Worth, Texas

Aside from the fact that this article really delves in to the Reserve, rather than staying on topic of the
improper demonstration of the rainbow flag, I wonder why all of the alternative lifestyle populace feel
the express need to demonstrate what their sexual orientation is. I can not remember anyone flying a
flag demonstrating "Hetero" behavior. If you prefer the gay lifestyle, you have exercised your free will
to do so. Please do not wave it in my face, I do not care to see it. You are not entitled to special
provisions in the law because of your choices, and most certainly you do not have the right to force
your agenda on me or mine unless we seek it out.
In other words, keep your private affairs private.
3 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 12:19pm
Ken Moran
THIS IS A NON-ISSUE! This is a red herring to neutralize activists by lying and saying that we are
against the Federal Reserve Robber bank because it is pro-gay NOT because they are central bank
CRIMINALS.
SAY NOTHING! Don't do anything. let this pass and ignore it. Don't fall for the bait, folks. This will hurt
us. The Fed IS NOT A FEDERAL AGENCY! It is a private bank! It is not our right to tell them what flag
to fly. Just pass a bill to END THE FED!
3 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 1:14pm
Jude Hurin · Carson High School
I pray for those who think that this lifestyle is acceptable. This is wrong just as anyother sin is wrong
in God's eyes. I'm not perfect but I belong to God through his Son Jesus the Christ and because of
what he did for me on the cross I'm saved and begin a relationship with Him to make me a better
person. I will continue to pray for those who reject Christ, but keep in mind I will not stand by and say
nothing as our Government continues to push the gay agenda through our schools and society.
3 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 10:57am
John Richard Cunliffe
And praying to the figment of your superstitious feeble mind will do exactly what?
1 · Unlike · Reply · Saturday at 3:14pm
Robert Wieneke ·
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John, this fits you to a T (tee).
Psalm 14:1-3 The fool says in his heart, "There is no God." They are corrupt, they do
abominable deeds, there is none that does good.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:21pm
Lou Tompkins · San Diego, California
a fool in his heart says there is no God
Like · Reply · Saturday at 11:39pm
View 2 more
Tom Fiedler (signed in using Hotmail)
It does not surprise me that a cartel of six U.S. Banks that conspired to debauch the currency of the
United States will openly promote the debauchery of Sodomites and Lesbians.
Those who champion such lifestyles should look to Sparta. From that City-State's promotion of the
ideal homosexual army and the practice of abandoning unwanted female newborns in the City Square
to its disappearance was less than three generations. By the way, Sparta was a democracy. Majority
rule chose to pursue that lifestyle.
I don't hate Lesbians and Sodomites. Many have become so because they were traumatized by
abandonment and predators, and I grieve for them. My Christian faith commands me to love them.
But because I love them I refuse to condone their behavior. Just as I refuse to condone murder, theft,
heterosexual fornication, adultery, alcoholism and drug addiction. As a sinner myself, I do not
condemn those who fall, but I still recognize falling as falling. Nevertheless, criminalizing homosexual
congress is counterproductive - such criminalization just creates a powerful underground economy.
But central banking with fiat currency should be criminal. It is far less dangerous as an underground
economy than as the dominant economy.
2 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 4:38pm
samsson1950 (signed in using Yahoo)
A man putting his penis in another man's rectum. A man putting his ejaculating penis in another
man's mouth! Men putting mice and gerbils in each other's rectums! A woman ramming her fist into
another woman's vagina, desiring to teach how to perform such behavior as a morally legitimate
expression of love between same sexes to young children! this is what these degenerate aberrant
demented freaks celebrate! This is what that disgusting rainbow flag represents! The very term "same
sex" is an oxymoron since one of the "same" sex has to act in the position of the opposite! Next on
their agenda is the legalization of pedophilia and beastiality! Stone them? I pity the poor stones that
would have to touch their rotten flesh! And to think, we have one of these freaks illegally occupying
the white house!
2 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 8:31am
John Richard Cunliffe
You are watching too much TV....remember, TV is NOT real its done for entertainment and
shock value.
1 · Unlike · Reply · Saturday at 3:09pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

John, tell me. What does an idiot like you think homosexuals do to each other if putting
their penis into each other's mouth and rectum is all made up on TV.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:08pm
Terry W. Lake · Danville, Illinois
samsson sure seems to have a better education about gay sex then I do.... MMMM What
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would be the purpose of putting a gerbel up you ass be for. could you be just a little more
descriptive. I hope your children are not reading all this. They might get some ideals that
you wont approve of. UGH Samson is a sicko!!
1 · Unlike · Reply · Saturday at 8:43pm
View 1 more
Verland Gilliam · Loganville, Georgia
Everyone with any common sense knows that it was a BIG mistake turning over the Federal Reserve
to a private group of Zionists that have their own personal agenda to control the world through usury.
The flying of a flag representing the sickness of some of the people of our country should show us the
Zionist mentality of divisiveness in their effort to control the world. They want us fighting each other
while they control the purse strings. We need to do away with the Federal Reserve, put the authority
back in Congress to print and distribute our money and put these Zionist pigs in jail where they
belong.
2 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 6:59am
Shon Harris · Salt Lake City, Utah
By Zionist, do you mean Jewish? Good lord this country would be a better place if people
like you couldn't breed.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 9:01am
John Richard Cunliffe
Well Shon, you don't know the difference between the Jewish cult called Zionism and the
Jewish religion called Judaism? Well, you dropping out of HS was not such a good idea at
all now was it?
Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:12pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

A white supremest like you wouldn't know Jews condemn homosexuality.
Why don't you put you Democrat Robert Byrd KKK hood back on and go out and kill some
innocent minorities.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:15pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

John, Why don't you do something constructive relative to your intelligence and have sex
with your cat instead of making stupid comments on here.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:16pm
Verland Gilliam · Loganville, Georgia
Shon Harris, you obviously don't know that there is a difference between Zionism and
Judaism. You might be the one who needs to quit breeding. You shit for brains.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 7:04pm
Verland Gilliam · Loganville, Georgia
Robt. Wieneke, what a stupid reply to my comment. The Zionists and the Jews of Judaism
have a lot in common but they are two separate groups of people. NOT only do JEWS
condemn homosexuality, so do I and a majority of others around the world, however it is
the common practice of the Zionist to stir up trouble, by putting out a lot of crap about
different things that would cause diversity among the majority just so they can keep the
majority from picking on them and it becomes easier for them to maintain control. You
called me a "White Supremacist" and I can proudly say that that is exactly what I am. I am
supreme to any sick ass homosexual and people like you that cannot think and realize
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there is something wrong with a man wanting to screw another man.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 7:14pm
Bruce Sims
Mr Jeffrey Lacker, YOU take DOWN that God forsaken worthless trash giving greedance to "QUEERS"
and NEVER put it up again! I will never join forces w/anyone who seeks to destroy this nation thru
queer acts and sedition of this nation and peoples! NO nation can reject God, as YOU do< and seek
perversion and survive! YOU sir, are dispicable! TAKE that flag dowen and never agian fly it near our
flay and standard by which many died for a good cause! YOU ought to be ashamed of yourself! Damn
what you did!
2 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 11:25am
John Richard Cunliffe
And who the hell cares what YOU think and want eh?
Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:13pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

John, who the Hell cares what you think but your cat "partner"?
Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:18pm
Elizabeth Wright ·

Top Commenter · San Jose, California

Vile schoolyard name-calling bully....
Like · Reply · Sunday at 1:19am
Peter Ramsey ·

Top Commenter · Artist at My Flying Saucer

Gay pride is Satan's attack on the people of God.
The rainbow was a sign from God to Noah not homosexuals.
When the Fed was established, it was a triumph of the bankers over the people of the USA and struck
a blow against Constitutional government.
Foolish liberals turn a blind eye to the enemies of the Republic and spawn a thousand cuts to liberty
while openly boasting of tolerance and perversion.
Do not mock God!
2 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 11:47am
Donna Linguiti Hanson
It all boils down to the fact that this is a government building. If it were owned by a private citizen, he
or she could fly whatever flag they wanted. I have a flag with a cross on it on my house, but I don't
expect it to be on a government owned building-and I'm a born again bible thumping Jesus freak. We
have the God given choice to believe what we want, right or wrong, in the end He will judge and His
judgement will be righteous and sure. His word is true and it will never change.
2 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 10:58am
Tom Fiedler (signed in using Hotmail)
Actually, the Federal Reserve is not a government entity - it is a banking cartel. You may be
right about the building, the FED may be leasing it, or perhaps occupying it as payment in
kind. I suggest G. Edward Griffin's "Creature from Jekyll Island."
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 5:21pm
Jeremy D Davis · Coosa Valley Technical College
SECESSION NOW! What choice do ''We, the People'' of these united states have? A reestablished
Confederate states of America would NEVER tolerate such an act!, in Richmond no less OUR beloved
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Confederate capitol! Shame on you ''Fed''! I know one thing I WILL save my Confederate money
because the SOUTH WILL RISE AGAIN! ALL ''FED''(S) OUT OF DIXIE! NOW!
2 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 12:52pm
John Richard Cunliffe
You need to seek professional help...and soon...before you end up like Loughner in AZ.
1 · Unlike · Reply · Saturday at 3:15pm
Robert Wieneke ·

Top Commenter · Westark (Now U of A Fort Smith)

John, so having sex with your cat is ok. But not accepting a abomination that God
condemned is grounds for counseling?
Like · Reply · Saturday at 4:23pm
Lou Tompkins · San Diego, California
John has hatred towards God and any who choose God. He follows the god of this world
and will share in the reward so rightly earned and the recompense due. Throw not your
pearls before swine. John is beyond your help and has become hardened in his heart so
that he no longer feels the pain or guilt he rightly should. He is now beyond our hands and
soon enough shall meet his maker.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 11:44pm
Robert Passero
Good let them fly it then next month we can see if we can get some Christians who are proud of being
Christian to come together as a group and request there flag be flown at Christmas and when it is not
approved sue them and get them fired for discrimination as they are really not about diversity and
inclusion.
2 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 9:54am
Venus Day
Right now I want to take that gay pride flag and make Alan Greenspan wear it as dress...
So mad at him right now. He is honestly more upset about national debt right and wants to
raise taxes on the already WAY OVERBURDENED middle class -- as if unemployment and
gas and food prices isn't too much trouble already!!! AND GE gets a pass on taxes??? Only
50,000 jobs created in May and we need 150,000 CREATED EVERY MONTH to make a dent
in unemployment... AND he wants to tax us again??? HA!
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 1:49pm
Wayne Herrod
We need to AUDIT THE FED and then my guess is that people will be more willing to ABOLISH it and
replace it with the sound money envisioned in the Constitution. Go Ron Paul, Would love to see you as
my president!
2 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 1:45pm
Sheila Demus ·

Top Commenter · Rock Valley College

If your gay and you know it you can stop clapping your hands about it because your lives already
surely show it. Enough already. Down with your liberalism!
2 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 6:49am
Robin Scott ·

Top Commenter

Just further proves the Federal Reserve is not good for America. They're common thieves and should
all be tried for treason and sedition!
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2 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 8:42am
michaelnla (signed in using AOL)
Repeal the Federal Reserve Act.
2 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Sunday at 12:04am
allengainer (signed in using Yahoo)
Does Barney Franks run the rainbow flag up the pole everyday?
2 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 12:09am
Pava Kava ·

Top Commenter

So what if they fly a Rainbow Fag?
2 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 12:11am
Andrew Teng · 33 years old
then that means they are promoting immorality , it means they are promoting a childmolesting subculture.
5 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:38am
Morris G. Monkus · Pastor at Rehoboth Baptist Church
It has nothing to do with their tax paid mission. Nothing
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 5:32am
Make guys learn that cheating is wrong
do they fly a flag with a cross on it in April or a manger scene in December?
3 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 7:36am
Terry W. Lake · Danville, Illinois
And you are free to practice your perversions as well, we all know too well that the
churches and predatory pedophiles is one of the largest places of occurrence of child
molestation outside of the family.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 7:39am
Robert Clark · Owner/llc at Clark IT Consulting
no they dont and that is the problem. God punished Israel when she forgot to thank the
lord. Our time of punishing seems to be here as the sodomites take over the nation.
1 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 11:39am
Pava Kava ·

Top Commenter

Sodomy & Hemorrhoid...
Like · Reply · Saturday at 11:57am
Randy Luoma
Burn the phag flag!
2 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 1:16pm
Stan Stanfield · Stanford University
I think it would be helpful to back up a bit on comments to this article.
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(1) Obama proclaimed June LGBT Pride Month. If people are going to blame anybody for the flying of
the flag of the LBGT community, blame Obama. Questions about the Federal Reserve and the LBGT
'pride' issue are two separate issues; they should be dealt with separately. Since this Comments
thread has concentrated on the LGBT issue, I'll throw in my two cents' worth on that one, and then be
on my way, although I would prefer a discussion on the other.
(2) The LGBT 'issue' is, at its core, not a moral one. It is a scientific one. A truly healthy society would
long ago have looked at the growing incidences of gender anomaly in society and concentrated its
responses on the level of causation, not the one of effects. ('For the want of a nail...') As it so
happens, some people have done just that; and their research has uncovered the fact that the human
brain is sexed at an early stage of fetal development, dependent on the hormonal bath it is subjected
to. Various environmental factors can skew that bath (so can some physiological ones, like faulty
adrenal glands of either the mother or the developing fetus). Estrogen mimics/endocrine disrupters,
from plastics and the water supply, is one such factor. Stress is another (higher levels of
homosexuality have been found to follow in the wake of wars, eg). And perhaps the most alarming
such factor is the effect of drugs like barbiturates, prescribed to pregnant women without sufficient
regard to their impact on the developing fetus. Regardless of specific circumstances, all of such factors
are resulting in male brains being wired into genetically female bodies and vice versa and all spectrum
steps in between, like trannies.
Some people can spend their energy fighting for their 'rights', on either side of the 'effects' coin. I
have a greater concern for those poor souls feeling trapped in a body that they can't relate to, and
resorting to such cries for help as sex-change ops, striking out in psychologically pain-filled violence,
or ending the dichotomy in suicide. We really need to start dealing with this matter on that level.
Time's a'wasting.
1 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 3:10pm
David Sholes · PASTOR/TEACHER at Ordained Reformed Pastor
Terry W. Lake, in his lengthy condemnation of morality throws out the punihments contained in the
Old Testament LAW OF MOSES. Even a small reading of the New Testament will tell him that Christians
are no longer under the Law of Moses. God's Word tgells us that the Holy Scriptures were written by
men who were under the direction and guidance of the Holy Spirit of God. The Holy Spirit is the third
person in the Godhead (no there ain't three gods). Properly, the first chapter of the Book of Romans
definitely condemns any homosexual activity and it gives the reason that homosexuals are like they
are. The first chapter - all of it - from verse 1 through 32 gives a complete overview of this damnable
sin. So, David Lamon, having said it all quite well, I will not burden you with any more. The reason I
won't burden you any more is that you would not understand and you cannot understand because
understanding the truth requires spiritual discernment (understanding) and those who were born in
the flesh and remain in the flesh will never have any undertstanding. As to why God allows certain
situations that many ignorant people will question and condemn, read Romans chapter nine. God is
the potter and we are the clay. Out of one lump of clay He creates some for honor and some for
dishonor (9:21). We being the creation and not the Creator have no right to question the potter as to
why He created some as He did. (9:19,20) I could go on and on and shoot down each of your
arguments but getting back to my previous statement - yo9u can not and will not understand because
you have not been given spiritual discernment by the Holy Spirit. Enough said. I am really tired of God
haters.
1 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 11:28pm
Lou Tompkins · San Diego, California
I could not have said it better. You are right. They follow the god of this world and are in
his dominion. Blinded they say they see. Unable to see the folly they follow they are proud
of their foolishness.
1 · Like · Reply · Sunday at 12:08am
David Veselenak · Parma
People... people, when are you going to stop the whining and start to mobilize against this communist
regime that has hijacked this country? It is time to let the Muslim-Marxist and his mostly homosexual
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regime know that they have gone to far and it is time to stop or face the necessary revolution - it's
either that or be content living under a tyrannical government put in place by the New World Orader.
You had better start rising up or shut up and take the onslaught of evil that is guarenteed to happen
with this Godless regime; as Yogi Berra had said: " it's getting late, early." If you fools haven't realized
by now that this illegitimate Muslim-Marxist is out to destry this country and take your freedom from
you, you will have gotten the government you deserve!
1 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Sunday at 10:55pm
Gina Lollar McCray · Hinds CC
Satan hates humans because we are made in God's image. The more humans that deviate into
homosexual behavior the less amount of humans there will be as homosexuals, whose behavior is
contrary to what God intended for His creation, cannot reproduce.
Homosexuality thus leads to less human beings and this is why satan deludes people into thinking it is
normal and something to be "proud" of, as he hates mankind.
Also, to the devil's satisfaction, homosexuality means more human company for him in hell. Those
who practice this sin will descend into the pit and be in torment for eternity if they do not repent.
Satan is the Father of Lies and this is one of his favorites that he is trying to propagate. His ultimate
goal us to make this sin to be accepted as "normal" so as to tempt more humans into practicing it.
Therefore, to the enemy of men's souls, this mean LESS humans on earth and MORE humans in hell!
1 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 2:48pm
Jamie Ebling
Maybe the promotion of this is a part of the scheme to Depopulate the world. There are
many De-population programs going on right now under Obama Care...Maybe this is one of
them.
2 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 3:18pm
Jim Herndon · Arkansas Tech University
This iswhere Obama will get re-elected. He will declare the fed insolvent as of Aug or Sept. That will
be after he has gotten as much $ mas possible out of the Fed. He will be doing this in July snd will be
continuing even through the electio. He will look like a hero when he ha just broken th Nation's bank.
That will be all it takes to get people to forget his Muslim ties and his continued destruction of our
country. I do not know if his will go through because I am typing blind and don't know what is being
written. Oh, well. SeSept Septemberr Sept.
1 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 4:01pm
Andrew Kirkpatrick
Very few people know the real issues, this is why we've seen a fall of the REPUBLIC. The FED is a
private offshore banking cartel and they have no reserves. Ironically, most sheeple posting on here
are against homosexuality yet they fall down and worship Herman Cain, a federal reserve insider for
president.
1 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Sunday at 11:28am
petalwinks (signed in using AOL)
Well, gee, I think I'll begin defining myself by the way I like to have sex, by what I like to do in the
bedroom, and then invent a flag to represent this. I will demand special rights and recognition, and
proclamations by the government, celebrating my sexual lifestyle! Good grief!
1 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 8:50pm
Russell Snow · Garnet Valley High School
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BEAT MITT MONEY BOMB TODAY!
Ron Paul 2012!
http://www.RonPaul2012.com
1 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Sunday at 7:48am
johnusahurd (signed in using Yahoo)
"This is a celebration of a behavior that is still a class six felony in Virginia."
Charge em with aiding and abetting then...........
1 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 5:53am
bravsopus (signed in using Yahoo)
He can't. Because it isn't a class six felony in Virginia. Not only is Mr. Marshall clueless
about economics - he is clueless about the laws of his own state.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 8:46am
Pad Dar ·

Top Commenter · Monterey Peninsula College

I don't understand Ron Paul; He says audit the fed but voted for the repeal of DADT.
1 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · June 3 at 11:48pm
bravsopus (signed in using Yahoo)
Because DADT harms our military. And Ron Paul knows that.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 8:47am
Tom Fiedler (signed in using Hotmail)
Ron Paul claims to vote no on every bill that is not authorized by Article I Section 8 of the
United States Constitution.
If he lives up to that claim, his vote to repeal DADT will offend those who think the
Constitutional delegates should have included DADT in Article I section 8.
Since Dr. Paul, if he is consistent, probably doesn't support a standing army in a time of
undeclared war, no matter what its recruitment and discharge policy is. Yes, I know he's an
Air Force Veteran of undeclared war vintage. He still is the most Constitutional
Congressman on the hill.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 5:41pm
Peter Ramsey ·

Top Commenter · Artist at My Flying Saucer

I REBUKE SATAN IN THE NAME OF JESUS CHRIST.
God bless America!
1 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 12:00pm
jeff.baylis (signed in using Yahoo)
Did you here about the guy who joined the Navy and left his friend's behind?
1 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · June 3 at 11:31pm
Tobias Anne Skelly · Owner/Marketing Consultant at GITnoticed® Marketing
Get rid of the FED. PERIOD.
1 · Like · Reply · Subscribe · Sunday at 12:12pm
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Harrell Morlan
What folks do in there bed room is there business not the business of the FED. I have no problem with
one man putting his manhood where another man evacuates his bowls or colon. However when they
get aides or become sick because of this type of behavior they should not be able run to uncle sucker
or the GOV. for health care. They all new the risk of this type behavior and chose to take the risk of
dying for a few seconds of pleasure or maybe pain I don't know which it is. So are you or are you not
Personally Responsible for your actions? If I get a woman pregnant, because of my sexual behavior or
misbehavior, then its mother and I both are fully responsible for the well being of are offspring not the
nanny state GOV.
I know! maybe we can have the "PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY PRIDE GROUP FLAG" flying at the FED.
Jason would you and Terry Wayne be on board with that?
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 6:11pm
Bruce Blake ·

Top Commenter · Arizona State University

Another meaningless "controversy" stirred up by the right. Excellent. Spend all your time worrying
about the rainbow flag.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 9:20am
bravsopus (signed in using Yahoo)
Bob Marshall once again shows he is completely delusional.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 8:44am
James Albright ·

Top Commenter

This article supports that the USA is the fulfillment of Babylon the Great, when it reveals that the USA
has become a prison for every unclean and hateful bird, which includes the homosexuals as described
in Rev 18:2. It is ironic that the Babylon the Great is destroyed by the Antichrist led fourth beast and
the ten horns, who are the Muslim terrorists that the Left Liberal Democrats are assimilating into their
anti-Christian, anti-Semitic agenda in the USA and the world. The four major umbrella terrorist groups
that are working together against Jews and Christians include the Muslim Brotherhood, Hamas,
Hezbollah and al-Qaeda. The Left Liberal Democrats have been assimilating the Muslim Brotherhood
into their anti-Christian, anti-Semitic agenda in the USA through the "reaching out to Muslims"
program, which is purposefully designed to cause the Atheists in the USA to take sides with the
terrorist Muslims against the Christians and the Jews in the USA and in the world.
Rev 18:2 And he cried out with a mighty voice, saying, “Fallen, fallen is Babylon the great! She has
become a dwelling place of demons and a prison of every unclean spirit, and a prison of every unclean
and hateful bird.
Rev 17:16 “And the ten horns which you saw, and the beast, these will hate the harlot and will make
her desolate and naked, and will eat her flesh and will burn her up with fire.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Sunday at 12:35pm
R. Reed (signed in using Hotmail)
Perhaps Jeffrey Lacker himself is gay. Those at the Federal Reserve have already shown a complete
lack of moralities so this doesn't really surprise me. It's as if everything that is so very wrong in our
society is becoming magnified and nobody can stop it. In other words, the corrupt are showing their
true colors and do not even care. I just read an article that the E.Coli outbreak in the E.U. that is
resistant to all antibiotics had to have been planned as, apparently, NO disease or condition is
resistant to ALL strains of antibiotics. Bioengineering to cause depopulation. Outrageous!
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Yesterday at 11:49am
R. Reed (signed in using Hotmail)
One more thing...I I have also read that the "homosexual" agenda was designed by the
elite to create a moral-less society as well as making pornography being so readily
accessible... so the homosexuals have been duped as have those that subscribe to
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pornography because it furthers the elite's agenda by pulling families apart. I know
someone that is gay (an extremely nice and generous man), but several members of his
family won't speak to him. The elite, that run this country, are themselves, without morals
which is why our society is in a state of chaos.
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 12:02pm
Matt Bourton · Edge Hill University
There's a lot of talk of "homosexuality damages society" etc. I fail to see how it damages ANYONE.
Either you're Gay...orrr you're not. That's all there is to it. I don't see Gay people advocating stoning
of people who don't agree with them, or saying heterosexuality is "unnatural". Hey, y'know what else
is unnatural? Sleeping in a bed, eating cooked meat, reading a book. They're all unnatural acts,
should we treat people who do those things as 'abhorrent' too?
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 7:24pm
Phillip Guzman
Nice old white guys saying down with the rainbow flag. Why does it bother you so much? Its not the
word of god. You don't speak for "God." Bible is a story book written to scare children.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 8:49pm
David Hereaux · None
I say we fly a satan rules flag next, then a flag that tells us to kill ourselves because it's our belief,
where's the straight flag? where's the beat your family flag?
keep it to yourselves you morons.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 9:11am
Eric Siverson ·

Top Commenter · Concordia College

WHY NOT JUST TAKE THE FLAG DOWN , SEE IF YOU WILL BE ARRESTED. IT COULD EVEN BE SHOT
DOWN WITH A SHOTGUN. SHOULD BE EASY TO DO.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 9:37am
Brett Koehler · Whitewater High School
Society is changing and you're being left to rot - get over it. In the years and decades to come you'll
be seen more and more as a loon.
Also I don't need to hear about any of that crud of you Christians being oppressed. I'll believe that
when I don't see churches across from churches across from churches. I'll believe that when the
majority of politicians stop trying to pander to your ilk with every step. I'll believe that when you're
beaten up, tied to a fence, and left to die à la Matthew Shepard just because you're a Christian.
I, on the other hand, am a second class citizen compared to you guys. I can vote and everything, but
I can't marry the one I love, I can be evicted from an apartment just because of who I am, and I can
be fired from my job just because of who I am. In the area I live in there are are scores of youths who
would love nothing more than to beat me into a pulp - not because I did anything to them, but
because of who I am. I can't hold hands or even express affection in public the way heterosexual
couples constantly do because some guy might literally kill me. A month to recognize that we exist is
not going to spell doom - get over it and stop soiling your panties.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Sunday at 2:12pm
Barry Levy ·

Top Commenter

Confederate battle flag is not to be flown because it is offensive to some. Seems that the political
agenda of homosexuals is to shove down their beliefs on all others, not withstanding anything.
So what is it, some flags that are offensive to others can be flown, if you are PC enough. Sounds like
Animal House to me where we are all created equal except that some are more equal than others.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Sunday at 4:45pm
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David L Lamon ·

Top Commenter

Mr. Roberts since God condemns homosexuality calling it an abomination this must mean he is against
it, right? So if what homosexuals are doing is against God then they must be given over to Satan.
After all, God said he turns homosexuals over to the reprobate mind in Romans 1:28 doesn't he?
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 9:17pm
Seajay Madden ·

Top Commenter

Since the Federal Reserve Bank is a representative of the US Government, it has absolutely NO right
to fly the so-called flag of any group, amoral or otherwise. This puts one group as a favored one
above all other citizens in the US and nullifies the impetus of the 'Government of the people, by the
people, and for the people.' Essentially, the Federal Reserve Bank is now saying that the US
Government is 'of the homosexuals, by the homosexuals, and for the homosexuals'. Take the ugly
"rainbow" flag down and do it today. Furthermore, Ron Paul is quite correct in that the Federal Reserve
Bank is unconstitutional and does not have the right to coin money or the right to make monetary
decisions pertaining to our government.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Sunday at 7:12pm
Verland Gilliam · Loganville, Georgia
I have commented on several blog sites and argued with homosexuals and all of them seem to defend
themselves and their actions by claiming the straight people are the ones with the problem by calling
them homophobic, right wing religious nuts, etc. My belief is very simple, I am not religious, but I
might be crazy enough to support an attempt of total annihilation of homosexuals around the world.
In Uganda, it is NOT a crime to kill a homosexual. I just might move there.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 6:51am
Terry W. Lake · Danville, Illinois
Hey move on over there, and if they find your daughter is not a virgin they can just stone
her to death along with many other laws I am sure you do not really want to support, we
could put most the women on earth to death based on those books.... Just saying,
probably should educate yourself...
Like · Reply · Saturday at 7:35am
Joe Kierpaul
Mr. Lake.....since you boast about freedom, if you do not like the people on here, you have
the freedom to leave! Also, I know homosexuals that don't bother anyone they just go
about their life just like everyone else. However, just because I don't like their lifestyle and
believe it is sinful does not make me "bigot" or homophobic. I don't want this taught to my
children and it is simple as that! It is a matter of freedom! You have choices and so do I.
Furthermore, the people on here are right when they say if everyone practiced such a
lifestyle we would become self-extinct! Yes, it is true! Oh, I know we can run to the
scientists and ask for artificial fertilization! Like homosexuals, I want the freedom to NOT
teach my children this lifestyle! I do not beg the government for special rights in the name
of "equality." If someone wants to say bad things about me and call me names....hey, go
for it! It's freedom of speech and that is what makes this country great and I support them
fully!
3 · Like · Reply · Saturday at 11:15am
Verland Gilliam · Loganville, Georgia
Terry W. Lake, so YOU want me to educate myself?? UGANDA happens to be a CHRISTIAN
country, with very few Muslims. They have a Democracy that usually works but sometimes
no so well; about like our own. I am afraid you shown the level of your intelligence is NOT
near as high as YOU think it is.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 7:01pm
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Spencer Whynaucht
First of all, it's not The Homosexual Flag. It's actually a Flag for Diversity if you want to get P.C. about
it. Furthermore, the Federal Reserve is not an entity of the Federal Government anyway, so go ahead
and fly that flag!
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Sunday at 7:41pm
Margaret Smith Clark
As a tax paying citizen of the U.S. (yes, my husband and I pay taxes and a lot of them too as small
business owners). I would like to request the federal reserve which is run by my tax dollars to fly the
Christian flag. This country was founded on Christian values and principles and I would like my beliefs
honored. How about it, let us as Christians start demanding our equal treatment, I'm tired of being
called intolerant because I stand by my values and principles. Lets stand up for GOD.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Sunday at 1:36pm
Cee Hays · Orlando, Florida
THE HOMOSEXUAL AGENDA IS NOT WHAT THAT ACTUALLY REPRESENTS TO THE FEDS AND IF YOU
ARE INTELLIGENT OR THINK YOU ARE, YOU WILL LOOK FURTHER... 7 NOAHIDE LAWS AND WHAT IT
MEANS TO AMERICA. ESPECIALLY IF YOU BELIEVE IN JESUS (YESHUA).
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Sunday at 1:23pm
Kevin Richard Smith
Excellent response Mr. Lamon. You are spot on.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 10:09am
Patti Crosson Cicci · San Antonio College
This behaviour is no different than the constant attacks on Christians and Jews. EVERYONE has rights
EXCEPT us. Our schools are forbidden the right to pray and yet a Bank can opt to fly the rainbow flag?
I protest the flying of that flag as is MY right. When will people understand that each of us suffer at
the hands of others who may not have the same beliefs. When it is okay for only certain groups.
America we do indeed have a major problem. IT is called prejudice----- except now adays it only
applies to illegals, Muslims, Tea Party, Conservatives, and Christians and Jews. How very sad and a
sign of the evil that prevails in our once great country. Keep the FAITH and continue to fight for OUR
rights. GOD BLESS AMERICA and those who fight for our freedoms.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · 19 hours ago
Brett Koehler · Whitewater High School
Society is changing and you're being left to rot - get over it. In the years and decades to
come you'll be seen more and more as a loon.
Also I don't need to hear about any of that crud of you Christians being oppressed. I'll
believe that when I don't see churches across from churches across from churches. I'll
believe that when the majority of politicians stop trying to pander to your ilk with every
step. I'll believe that when you're beaten up, tied to a fence, and left to die à la Matthew
Shepard just because you're a Christian.
I, on the other hand, am a second class citizen compared to you guys. I can vote and
everything, but I can't marry the one I love, I can be evicted from an apartment just
because of who I am, and I can be fired from my job just because of who I am. In the area
I live in there are are scores of youths who would love nothing more than to beat me into a
pulp - not because I did anything to them, but because of who I am. I can't hold hands or
even express affection in public the way heterosexual couples constantly do because some
guy might literally kill me. A month to recognize that we exist is not going to spell doom get over it and stop soiling your panties.
Like · Reply · 3 hours ago
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lion14484 (signed in using Yahoo)
If man is the head of woman (1Cor11, 1Tim2), aren't male feminists also in sexually aberrant
lifestyles?
Where were all the heteronormative complainers, when women were allowed moral equality and
municipal authority?
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 1:10pm
William Mcgarry
This is all a bunch of crap, the Fed has no business in flying the Gay flag in front of their government
building. As far as Dumbommr honoring the Gay pride month he is nothing but a suck ass president
and does not belong in office.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 1:18pm
lion14484 (signed in using Yahoo)
(Here we go again.)
"U.S. Rep. Ron Paul, R-Texas long has advocated an audit of the intensely secret organization..."
Wait a minute, here, folks.
Please bear with a simple analogy.
Let's pretend you see suspicious activities in your itemized billing statement. Do you:
A. Contest the charges.
B. Have an appraiser come to your house, go into pawn.
As I heard it, Paul's answer to national debt (read Socialist entitlements), was to sell the Gold at Ft
Knox. He draws comparisons to private members of the public, saying (paraphrased) that it was a
'good and moral thing to do,' and that 'an individual would have to do it.'
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 1:35pm
Tom Fiedler (signed in using Hotmail)
Actually Ron Paul offers 3 bills, 1 to audit the FED, 2, to promote currency competition with
the FED and 3. to abolish the FED. I don't know what you heard, but I'm sure Dr. Paul has
done the math and knows that at the most optimistic there's not enough gold @
$1500/troy ounce in Fort Knox to make a dent in the debt. As far as who owns the Gold, I
think it would be preferable for individual U.S. Citizens to own it over the FED. It should
really belong to the United States Treasury.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 6:01pm
Billy Collins
So can we hang the Confederate flag up there too, or that might offend some one?
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 4:41pm
lion14484 (signed in using Yahoo)
The act was passed by who?
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 1:04pm
lion14484 (signed in using Yahoo)
Pardon my digression from the topic.
But, there are so many false assumptions in the letter.
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Like · Reply · Saturday at 1:13pm
John Richard Cunliffe
6000 years of religious superstition, division and atrocities. if that is what he is proud about that's not
much. the superstitious religious brainwashed sheep would love to push the Christian agenda on the
rest of the world AND want to be tolerated...yet they are the people who are the most intolerant
people of all.
All in the name of the "" so called true " fantasy" god.....they all have a big case of penis envy toward
people that don't believe in they're particular brand of idiocy.. just look at the hate toward muslims,
Gay, simple toward everyone different then them.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 2:46pm
Jayson Allen Quilantan ·

Top Commenter · La Junta, Colorado

So Old Glory isn't a political symbol? Why not condemn the Feds for flying the War Flag instead of the
Peace Flag? Oh yeah, that's right, the religious must have their bloody Crusades!
Americans are tired of WAR! Why can't we all just get along? Long live the RAINBOW flag!
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 1:41pm
Richard Whitmire
For all of "us" straight guys out and about... Be sure that your "zipper" is zipped.... When they are
finished sucking the life out of America.... They might start else where......
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 3:15pm
William A. Turner
I am a very conservative constitutional scholar, who has been following WND for a few years. While
David Lamon believes he speaks for all conservatives as do some of the others here, your actually
quite wrong. I for one, stand up for the rights of those who are not straight. But regardless of how I
feel, lets be honest, its just a flag, its not hurting anyone, its not turning people gay, and in fact its
probably hardly even noticed daily.
I support Ron Paul's attempt to audit and shutdown the federal reserve, and really that's where the
discussion should remain. If you people get so strung up over one flag on one pole that isn't even
changing anything flying there, then how do you expect to stay together enough to challenge the real
problems in our country.
Stop squabbling, and star learning to stand together. Everyone who speaks out against homosexual
people, or transgendered individual etc, is forgetting that our strength comes from standing together,
it comes from diversity and it comes from our hearts. Don't close your heart to those you don't
understand, or you will be closing the doors to our future.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 2:42pm
William A. Turner
Oh and PS, im an atheist Buddhist. (sadly we Buddhists are a rare breed...)
Like · Reply · Saturday at 2:44pm
Cathy Lewis
none of u r commenting on the actual problem here; a flag that has nothing to do with commerce or
the central banking system of America is flying WITH our American Flag at a federal building! Wrong,
wrong, wrong! The flagpole is NOT a billboard or advertising spot for ANYONE...its a place to honor
the Flag of These United States of America - PERIOD. TAKE THAT RAINBOW FLAG DOWN!
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 2:31pm
David L Lamon ·
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I read and study everyday John, which tells me you are sucking buttermilk and condemning yourself
to hell.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 9:20pm
Debbie Hager · Griffith High/Bloom HIgh
My question is, when are we going to see HETEROsexual month? If we are to rejoice and publicize
sexual acts, we must be fair to all. So when is the STRAIGHT month? Or the HETEROsexual parades?
Where is the flag to be flown?
If we are to allow a private sexual act be brought into a public forum, then we must include all.
To publicly enforce, and rejoice, only one sexual act upon our young is discrimination. Most respecting
and moral couples do not open there private lives to the young. To shove homosexual acts upon them,
at every chance there is, is not acceptable.
Put your sexual acts back behind closed doors where it belongs. It seems I can protect my child from
heterosexual acts on TV, the Internet, books, movies and video games, but they are inundated with
HOMOSEXUAL ACTS and I can't do a thing about it.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 3:27pm
Elizabeth Wright ·

Top Commenter · San Jose, California

Every month is HETEROsexual month!
Like · Reply · Sunday at 1:57am
Judith Sporrong · Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA
They say that homosexuality doesn't hurt anybody else? That is blatantly false. Parents suffer, and I
am one. When I see the rainbow flag it reminds me of the greatest pain I have ever had to endure,
that of having my son announce that he is "gay." And I have also endured the death of two sons.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 12:05pm
Vicki Jeff
I buried that same flag in the exact middle of the USA over 20 years ago.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Sunday at 9:55am
Phyllis Burgess · Long Beach City College
Oh, and if I might add stats from our front page today...We lead the nation here in P.S...by300% on
the AIDS eqedemic. Yet the community continues to celebrate wih gala parties, hollywood stars to
attract the party then play crowd...for AIDS benefits....Instead...they should compare the COTTAGING
(look that one up in Wikepedia) going on in semi protected homosexual areas here like WARM SANDS
area. Police held a raid, gays cried...discrimination...chief...lied..said not there for the sting (he was)
Just wanted to hold on to his job.. It will be an interesting book when I finish: BOYCOTTED IN PALM
SPRINGS...and it tells conservatives how to SPRING into action..Act in love,
No sex education in schools, just a common No Bully sensible that all parents can agree on and no
one be offended....Stay on top of this folks...Its time.....Last time I was verbally abused...I stood up
for my 3 minutes at city council and told them where I would be at next gay parade...and that if I was
not safe to parade my opinion...then...they are inviting the wrong folks here for a parade. The Grand
Marhall, Cleve Jones..got them in shape..and at least at the next parade...we all blew kisses to each
other...So...YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 9:55am
Paul Powell · Long Beach City College
This is just another reason that the Fed needs to be dissolved and done away with. Most of the people
that work there are queers and lisbos.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 10:02am
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Harrell Morlan
Vile sodomites! David Bell
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 5:48pm
Harrell Morlan
David I am talking about the rainbow flag flying at the Fed in Richmond, VA. I don't have a
clue how your name got in my post I was responding to a David on WND. I guess it auto
added a last name.
Like · Reply · Saturday at 6:15pm
David L Lamon ·

Top Commenter

The people in charge of providing this blog need to make it easier to reply to comments. By the time I
find someone to respond I forget who they are there are so many. When we are notified someone
commented we should be able to click once and go straight to their comment so we can answer them.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Sunday at 6:07am
Harrell Morlan
I want the FED to fly my hunting club flag, so maybe I will contact the NRA and get it done. If a queer
group can fly its flag then my wonderful hunting club or hunting (pride group) should be offered the
same space and I will demand it. Would you sponsor my flag Terry Wayne and Jason?
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 5:45pm
David L Lamon ·

Top Commenter

No Shon they can do this abomination in their closet but when they bring it out into the streets they
have gone too far. Imposing your lifestyle on others is where we draw the line.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 9:23pm
Harrell Morlan
Procreation is what one man and one woman does. That's what we where put on this earth to do
multiply. Hom many queer chickens have you ever seen, or how about deer, or cattle, monkeys, apes,
fish, birds, they all mate up and have something that queers can never have together and that is
offspring.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 5:40pm
Harrell Morlan
Hello TW The real truth is you so called gay people just have a mental problem, that's right gay folks
are just mentally Ill. That was the diagnosis of queer folks up until the books where forced to be
changed by the Government in the 60's.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 5:31pm
David L Lamon ·

Top Commenter

They can't live for God according to the bible. Their sins and lust of the flesh separates them from the
love of God so their are no Christian homosexuals, period.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Saturday at 9:18pm
Elizabeth Wright ·

Top Commenter · San Jose, California

Who made you god to make that deduction? I am thinking god would not approve of you
speaking for him.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 1:43am
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David L Lamon ·

Top Commenter

Nobody made me God. The bible if you would take the time to study is what judges people
not me. We are just messengers repeating what has already been established in the earth.
Like · Reply · Sunday at 6:10am
Dale H Layton · Never been
We need to purge this country of all of these SOBs.
Like · Reply · Subscribe · Sunday at 11:09am
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